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INTRODUCTION 

Since the publication of his first novel in 1951, James 

Jones ha s b een a popular a uthor of A1nerican fiction. His 

career spanned some thirty years and ended with the posthu-

mous publ ication of his last novel in 1978 6 His popular 

success is noted in Rober t E. Cantwell's comme ntary stating 

t h a t Jame s Jone s was in 1953 the ''most successful novelist 

in American literary hi.story. 11 Fr01!1 Here to Eternity. saw 

five printings of the seventy-five-cent e dition and s old 

1,700, 000 copie s in six weekso The origina l edition sold 

near ly a ns -ha lf million copies. Jone s sold the movie rights 

t o the novel for $82,500, and he received advance royalties 

on repr ints for $101,000. 1 Michael S. Lasky wrote in 1976 

that "Hi s titles--te n are now in print--sell steadily .. Three 

nove ls h a ve b een made into movies. . Jones, without the 

he lp of an age nt, routinely ge ts five-figure advances for 

his work."2 Peter Aichinge r states that Jones has been the 

"most endurin g author for the last thirty years .. " 3 

1 "Ja me s J·one s: Anoth e r 'Eternity'? 11 Newsweek, 
23 Novemb e :c 1953, pp. 102-·07 .. 

2 '\James LJones Has Corn8 Home to t'Jhi.stl~_, 11 Y'7ri ters 
!?i9-cs~., October 1976, pp .. 22-26. 

3 1rhe Ame r ican Soldier in Fict ion, 1880-1963: A History 
o f P,.t ti.tudt~S 1 :fo-w-ard WaIIar:e and the Milita:,::-y Estubllshrnen t 
{~~s-·;- ·io,;1-a·-=---rowa-st.ate·--·unTvcrsi ty ~)ress, 19 7 s) , p.. 10 7. 
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Although Jone s's popular reputation as a writer seems 

evident, his literary achieveme nt has not been firmly estab

lished. From the critiques examiried concerning Jones's work, 

one basic fact seems clear: the critics do not agree about 

the quality or nature of his literary contribution0 Some 

c ritics consider the first two novels of the trilogy, From 

Here to Eternity and The Th.in Red Line, as great novels. 

Other s see them as flawed, almost to the point of negating 

any contribution they might make. The third novel of the 

trilogy has only recently been published and has yet to be 

ful l y evaluated. 

When the advance publicity about Whistle began to appear, 

speculation arose about what Jones's last novel would have to 

say and about whether or not it would again have to do with 

the military. In the Introduction to Whistle Jones makes 

the statement that his last work was to be the third book in 

a trilogy composed of From Here to Eternity (1951), The Thin 

Red Line (1962), and Whistle (1978). Apparently he had 

always had this intention. His friend Willie Morris, who 

was instrume ntal in seeing that Whistle was completed and 

p ubli s h e d, explains this intent when he reports, "In some 

notes on an essay, he [Jones] had once written: 

It was conceived as far back as 1947 whe n I was 
still first writing to Maxwell Perkins about my 
characters Warden and Prewitt, and the book I 
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wanted to write about World War II. When I was 
beginning From Here to Eternity, then still un
title d, I meant for that book-to carry its 
people from the peacet ime Army on through 
Guadalcanal and New Georgia, to the return of 
the wounded to the United States . A time span 
corresponding to my own experience. But long 
before I reached the middle of it I r ea lized 
such an ambitious scope of such dimension wasn't 
practicable .. 

The idea of the trilogy occurred to me then. 
Whistle, still untitled and--as a novel--uncon
ceived, was a part of it. So when I began The 
Thin Red Line (some eleven y e ars later) the0an 
for a trilogy was already there .. And Whistle, 
as a concept , would be the third part of it. 

Which of course it should be. It was always 
my intention with this trilogy that each novel 
should stand by itself as a work alone. 

There is not much e lse to add. Except to say 
that whe n Whistle is comple ted, it will surely 
be the endofsomethinq. At least for me. It 
will mark the end of a long job of work for me. 
Conceived in 1946 and begun in the summer of 
1947, it will have taken me nearly thirty years 
to complete. It will say just about everything 
I have ever had to say, or will ever have to say, 
on the human condition of war and what it means 
to us, as against what we claim it means to us. 114 

Since the concept of a trilogy is the foundation of this 

study, that concept will be clarified here. A trilogy is ''A 

literary composition more usually a NOVEL or a play, written 

in three parts, each of which is in itself a complete 

unit. • The trilogy usually is written against a large 

background which may be historical, philosophical, or social 

4 "A Friendship: Remembering James Jones," Atlantic 
Mon 0.~ 1 y_ , ,June 19 7 8 , pp . 4 7 - 5 0 • 
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in its interests. 115 By the very fact of its publication 

over so wide a span of years and the subsequent success and 

recogni tion of each novel as a separate creation, Jones 's 

tri logy fuJ_fills the requirement that each work be a complete 

uni t in itself. The three books also share a large back

ground that is historical--the background of World War II. 

In Chapter III the trilogy's social and philosophical impli

cations through its themes will be discussed. 

Jones's state ment concerning the trilogy reveals several 

points that this thesis will explore. This study will 

examine From Here to Eternity, The Thin Re d Line, and Whistle 

as a trilogy. Also, since Whistle has been so recently pub

lishe d a nd since little has been written about it individ

ua lly or about it in connection with the other two books, 

this thesis will attempt to deal with Whistle as an individ

ual work as well as with its role in the trio. 

The plots of the three novels represent the first link 

they h a v e as a trilogy. They are briefly outlined in the 

above statement by Jones concerning the trilogy. However, 

what part each novel plays in the entire scheme will be 

furt her clarified here. From Here to Eten~ity deals with 

the lives of professional soldiers in a company in the 

5 c. Hugh Holman, A Handbook to Literature, 3d ed. 
(Indi anar)o li s : Bobbs·-·.Mcrrill Co., Odyssey Press, 1972), 

p. 538~ 
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peaceti~e Army stationed in Hawaii just before the Japanese 

a t tack on Pearl Harbor. Ned Calmer has called this novel 

"the best pictur e of Army life ever written by an 

Amer ic a n. "6 Regardless of other stands take n pro or 

con , most critics agree with Calmer's evaluation~ l-\t the end 

o f the nove l the Japa nese h a ve attacked, and this company 

a l ong with the rest of America is at war. The Thin Red Line 

i nvolves a company of the regular Army, formerly stationed 

i n Hawa ii, as it campaigns against the Japanese on Guadal-

canal. Many critics believe that the novel's strength lies 

in its r e alism and detail. Donald Allan calls this book 

"th e mo s t accurate and powerful description of battle in 

American fiction."7 Whistle continues the story of the 

c omp any from Guadalcanal as it sends its casualties to a 

h ospital in Tenne ssee for rehabilitation, either to rejoin 

the army for further campaigns in the war or to return to 

civilian life. The major emphasis of the novel is on the 

me n's efforts to survive in a society they did not realize 

exi s t e d when the y we nt to war. Paul Oppenhe imer tells us 

tha t the characters in Whistle "struggle for survival" and 

6 "The Re al Ene my Is Hard to Find," Saturday Re view of 
Lite r~t~re, 24 February 1951, pp. 11-12. 

7 "The Way It Was," Reporter, 25 October 1962, 
pp. 61-5. 
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that their struggle is against forc e s "more brutal, more 

i n sidious, than the one they have just left. 11 8 These 

t h ree novels move successive ly from pre-war Army life through 

c omb a t in the Pacific to rehabilit a tion back in the Sta t e s. 

Another conne ction between the books is the r epre senta-

t ion in each book of "the Company." "The Compa ny" is a title 

used for a group of men who are basically the same in all 

t hre e nove ls except for the name assigne d to them as a unit 

in the Army. Before Pearl Harbor the Company is stationed 

at Schof i e ld Barracks in Hawaii and is called "Company G." 

From Schofield Barracks the Company is sent to Guadalcanal 

b ut is now called "C-for Charlie Company." Back in the 

Un ited States the men in the hospital simply call it ''the 

company . 11 9 The name is different, but the Company is the 

same . That men composing the Company are the same contri

b u te s to its continuing identity in each book. The major 

c haracters and their continuity will be discussed more fully 

a s another link in the trilogy in Chapter I. 

8 "A novelist's race against death," Us, 4 April 1978, 
PP. 2 4-5. 

9 In From Here to Eternity the t e rm "Company" is capi
talized throughol1t. In rrhe-~n Red Line it is capitalize d 
only when it r efers to C-for-Charlie Company . It is not 
capitalized in Whistle. "Company" will be capitalize d 
throughout this paper. 
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This study will examine Jones's treatment of war as a 

human condition. The evaluation of his work will be based 

upon Jones's own definition for evaluation which is found 

in his conunentary in the documentary book WWII when he says 

that greatness in art--and we may presume art includes 

writ ing--is achieved when it tells th e truth, and when it is 

"meaningful.nlO It is to be seen whether this trilogy meets 

his criteria. Jones's characters, style, and themes will be 

the foc us in this studyo 

The ana lysis of the major characters in Chapter I will 

fo cus on two aspects: the characters as individuals and the 

characters as types. Since the minor characters are related 

very closely to the themes of the novels, these additional 

characters will be included in Chapter III, which deals with 

the major themes and philosophies shared by the trilogy. 

Chapter II will attempt to analyze Jones's distinct 

style with specia l attention to choice of language , point of 

view , atmosphere , and certain other characteristics includ

ing those which have contributed to the d e velopment of later 

works of the war novel genre, in particular novels of the 

absurd . 

In Chapter III some of the major themes and symbols 

shared by the three novels will be examine d: Jones's theory 

lO wvnr (Ne\,T York: Grossett and Dunlap, 1975), p. 16 .. 
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o f the Evolution of a Soldier, his social criticism, the 

theme of individuality, and war in man's expe rience.11 As 

stated a bove , mino r cha racters will be analyzed here in 

their r e lationships to these theme s. 

The Conclus ion will att.e rnpt to summarize the b a sic 

at tribut es and we aknesses that have bee n seen through the 

study of the thre e novels in the preceding chapters and 

wi l l attempt to draw some conclusions about the m in order 

to arriv e at some definitive answers to the question of 

Jones ' s lite rary legacy. 

11 "The Evolution of a Soldie r" is Jones's own title 
and the o ry exp lored to a great extent in his docume ntary 
book WWI I. This theory is illustrated throughout his 
trilogy and will serve as an organizational guide in 
Chapter III. 



CHAPTER I 

CHARACTERS 

Most characters appearing in Jones's trilogy belong to 

a group constituting the chief subject of his books: the 

enl isted conunon man. "' The lower middle-class boy-man, not 

sold i er s as such,' David Bazelon wrote, 'was Jones's subject. 

The common American man is a great traditional subject, and 

Jones in his generation was probably its major caretaker.',, l 

The dominant subject of Jones's trilogy, therefore, is the 

conunon American man in the situation very real, very common 

to Jones' s generation-·-in the army and at war. 

The major char?cters of the trilogy are Warden, Prewitt , 

and Stark in From Here to Eternity; Welsh, Witt, and Storm in 

The Thin Red Line; and Winch, Pre ll, and Strange in \fui stle.2 

Jones created the characters of 1st/Sgt Milton Anthony 

Warden , Pvt Robert E. Lee Prewitt, and Mess/Sgt Maylon Stark 

in Eternity , and for reasons shortly to be explained chose 

to c a ll them by other names in Line and subsequently by still 

1 David Bazelon , James Jones: A Friendship by Willie 
Morris (Garden City, New -York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 
1978 ), p. 78. 

2 Here after the novels under consideration will be re
ferred to as Eternity, Line, and \\Thistle. 

9 
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other n ame s in Whistle.3 These characters are important in 

that they function as a principal connection b e tween the 

nove ls of the trilogy. Jones himself explains: 

One of the problems I came up against, with 
the trilogy as a whole , appeared as soon as I 
began The Thin Red Line in 1959. In the original 
conception, f irst as a sing le nove l and the n as 
a trilogy, the major characte rs such as 
1st/Sgt Warde n, Pvt Prewitt and Mess/Sgt Sta rk 
were meant to continue throug hout the entire 
work. Unfortunate ly the dramatic structure--I 
might even say, the spiritual conte nt--of the 
first book d emande d tha t Prewitt b e kille d in the 
end of it. The import of the book would have b een 
emasculate d if Prewitt did not die. 

Whe n the smoke cleared, and I wrote End to From 
Here to Eternity, the only end it seeme d to me it 
could have had, there I stood with no Pre witt 
character. 

It may seem like a silly proble m now. It 
wasn't the n. Prewitt was meant from the beginning 
to carry an importa nt role in the ~econd book, and 
in the third. I could not just resurre ct him. 
And have him there again, in the flesh, wearing 
the same name .. 

I solve d the problem by changing the name s. 
All the names . But I changed them in such a way 
that a cryptic key , a marked similarity, continue d 
to exist , as a reference point, with the old set 
of name s. It s eems like an easy solution now, but 
it was not at the time. 

So in The Thin Re d Line 1st/Sgt Warden b e came 
1st/Sgt Welsh, Pvt Prewitt became Pvt Witt, 
Mess/S g t Stark b e came Mess/Sgt Storm. While 
remaining the same people as before. In Whistle 
Welsh becomes Mart Winch, Witt becomes Bobby 
Pre ll, Storm become s LTohn Strange." 4 

3 Thi s paper will follow Jones's style of writing the 
rank of hi s characters without periods. 

4 Jame s Jones, WhjstJ~~ (New York: Delacorte Press, 
19 7 8 ) , p . xx • 
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As will be seen, each character undergoes changes in keeping 

with the author's theme and purpose of each particular novel 

yet is still recognizable as a carryover from the book that 

has gone before. All three characters--Warden-Welsh-Winch, 

Pre witt-Witt-Prell, Stark-Storm-Strange--are formed, trans

figured, and reformed by the force which dominates their 

l i ves and which is the dominant background for the trilogy: 

World War II. 

I . Warde n-Welsh-Winch 

The character of 1st/Sgt Warden i s Jones's contribution 

t o a n e w protagonist who emerged in war novels published 

af t e r the 1950's. Walton Litz tells us that "he is a sergeant 

comma nding a squad or a lieutenant commanding a platoon. In 

ei ther case he is trusted by his superiors, while he serves 

as a father image to the soldiers , who follow him like chil

d r e n."5 Maxwell Geismar further defines him as a man who, 

"With all the impulses , tastes, and instincts of the common 

man , . must deal with the ruling class of army officers 

who run the world. 116 Yet Warden enjoys his position as a 

5 (ed .. ), Modern American ~iction: Essays in Criticism 
(Ne w York : Oxford University Press , 1963), p. 304. 

6 American Moderns: From Rebellion to Confonni ty (Ne\·/ 
York : Hill and Wang, 1968), p. 228. 
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noncommissioned officer, a leader without the hindrances of 

command .7 

Warden is trusted by his super iorse Captain Holmes, 

the Compa ny Comma nder, leaves almost all company busine ss 

and decis ions to Wa r d en. Even when Holmes prefers to make 

the dec isions himself, Warden manages to manipul a te him into 

what Warde n feels is best for the Company. Geismar says 

t hat "he plays upon Captain Holmes's own vanity, complacency, 

p r ej udices, in orde r to get done what he, Milt Warden, n eeds 

t o ge t done to kee p the company going. 118 That Warden is 

capab l e b ecomes clear when we read, "In the eight months he 

had been topkicker of G Company he had wrapped that outfit 

a ro und his waist like a money belt and buttoned his shirt 

over it. . He had also pulled this slovenly organiza-

t ion out of the pitfalls of lax administration. 119 

The rel a tionship between Warden and Prewitt magnifies 

the feeli ng of love and responsibility Warden has for his 

men a nd they for him. As much as Warden loves the Company 

7 Peter Aichinger , The American Soldier i!1 ~iction, 
1880-196 3: A History of Attitudes To~ard War fare and the 
Military Establishment (Ames , Iowa: Iowa State Unive rsity 
Press , 19 7 5 ) , p·. 4 4. 

8 p .. 228 .. 

9 J ames Jone s, Fron Here to Ete rnity (New York: Charle s 
Scribner's Sons, 1951), p. 23. 
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and his position of power in it, he risks all of it to keep 

Prewitt from court martial and tries to cover up his deser

tion. The unhappy fact is that Warden cannot help Prewitt 

b ecause the 1st/Sgt cannot make the company what it should 

be. 10 Warden cannot keep Holmes from trying to pressure 

Prewit t i11to boxing aga in, although the 1st/Sgt understands 

and sympathizes wiLh Prewitt's reasons. Warden hates seeing 

the System (the Army) try to wear Prewitt down because he 

will not conform but realizes he cannot change the character 

of th e man, or of the Army. "If he can provide a place for 

Prewitt to function productive ly as a free individual in an 

organized society, he succeeds. If not, then by that much 

he fails .. And it is by that much that he does fai1. 1111 

Warden 's characteristic of feeling a keen responsibility for 

h is men eventually develops into a major characteristic of 

Winch in Whistle. 

The relationship between Warden and Stark begins in 

Eternity but does not blossom into importance until ~his~le. 

In Eternity_ Warden recognizes Stark's capabilities as a good 

mess sergeant and gradually over the course of the novel 

comes to see Stark as a friend. Perhaps the bond is formed 

lO Richard P. Adams, "A Second Look at From Here to 
Ete rnit.y, 11 College English, 17, No. 4 (January 1956) ~ 206 .. 

11 lJohn R. Hopkins (comp.) , James Jones: A_ Checklist 
(De troit: Gale Re search Co., 1974), p. 206. 
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because of the love both he and Stark shared for Karen Holmes 

and their affairs with her, or perhaps it is Warden's recog

nition of Stark's love of the Army and his pride in being 

a t hi rty-year man. The bond may be formed near the end of 

Eternity whe n Stark and Warden share the exultation of pro

fess ional soldiers who realize that they can now practice 

their profession, ~he very thing they have waited for since 

their enlistment as professionals: war! 

In Line Warden becomes Welsh. He is still the first 

se rgeant of his company, but here he is even more irascible 

and h ard-driving than he was in Ete:£!:ity. The character of 

Wels h does not stand out in Line to as great a degree as it 

doe s in the other two novels. Neither does Prewitt/Witt 

nor Sta rk/Storm. This reduction is consistent with the 

a uthor's intent to emphasize the disappearance of the indi

vidu a l man into the massive war machine, a theme to be 

discuss e d in Chapter III. 

One of Welsh's functions in Line is to advance a theory 

of the reason for war: "Property., Property. All for 

Prope rty. nl2 It is a cynical idea and one consistent 

with the cynicism of the novel. Welsh, along with every 

other man in Line, experiences war first-hand--and realizes 

12 Jame s Jones, The Thin Red Line (New York: Charles 
Scribner 's Sons, 19621, p. 376.-
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it is horriblee The combat situation transforms Warden into 

Welsh. He is no coward, but he sees no reason to lose his 

life for 11 Property. 11 

In Welsh can also be seen Warden's concern for his 

men, a concern which becomes more and more a burden for him 

in Line . When Corporal Fife, a one-time clerk for Welsh, 

r equests to be taken off the line and returned to clerking, 

Welsh e valuates the degree of fear in Fife and endorses his 

reque st. Later when Fife decides he should sneak off from 

the hospital and return to the company and front line action, 

Welsh purposely insults him in order to con him into shipping 

out. Conce rn for his me n weighs on Welsh and becomes the 

dominant characteristic of Winch in Whistle. 

Jones makes clear Winch's connection to Welsh in 

Whist l e : "Winch had been our lst/sgt out there. 1113 Winch 

was also shipped out after being found slumped over his desk 

on Guadalcanal as was Welsh. Winch was essential to his men 

and his officers as was Welshv In both Eternity and Line 

the character's isolence is tolerated so that the officers 

and the men can have the benefit of his experience and skill. 

In Line we r ead: "And whatever the company was, it was crazy 

d 
. 1114 

Mart Winch who had ma e it. 

13 1.Jones, Whist 1 e , p . 4 • 

14 Jones, Whistle, p. 41. 
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One difference from Warden/Welsh that Jones creates for 

Winch is a wife and two children. In Eternity and Line he 

is unmarried . Jones changes Winch's marital status to 

illustrate one of his themes on society concerning changing 

moral attitudes and women's roles in society, namely, a 

wife 's infidelity. It is, howe ver, the burden of responsi-

bility for his men that dominates Winch: "A picture of his 

b lank-face d, fear-eyed platoons, bleeding and breathing mud 

for eve ry yard of ground, passed across the inside of 

Winch 's eyes. 1115 This vision will crop up more and more at 

unexpected times for Winch. It will invade his dreams~ It. 

will lead to his insanity and that to his end. 

Winch's character is Jones's "own shadow stalking him 

in his decline."16 Jones suffered from heart failure in his 

last years as does his character Winch. The fact that Winch 

s u ffers from malaria as did Jones, the fact that Winch has 

to stop drinking as did Jones, the fact that Winch becomes 

disillusioned through war as did Jones--all these sirnilari-

t i es make the character of Winch significant. Jones died 

from congestive heart failure; Winch does not, but it is 

significant that Jones 's death parallels the decline and end 

15 Jones, Whistl~, p. 71. 

16 Willie Morris, James Jones: A Friendship (Garden City, 
New York: Double day and Co., Inc., 1978), p. 173. 
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of the most vital character of his trilogy. Warden-Welsh

Winch c o uld be said to be a part of Jones, as most of his 

characters are. This fact, along with the other bonds this 

characte r h a s with the author, makes Warden-Welsh-Winch a 

charac t e r of great power and poignancy. 

II. Prewitt-Witt-Pre ll 

Pvt Robert E. Lee Prewitt was born in Eternity. He is 

considered by at least one critic to be "Jones's claim to 

worth as a nove list."17 If as Richard Adams says, Prewitt's 

"thoughts f urnish a fairly adequate measure of Jones's 

i ntelle c t u a l achievement, 1118 then the character of Prewitt 

a lone might secure Jones's place in literature. 

Pr e witt represents for Jones the coMncn man and the 

enliste d ma n. We learn in Etern~ty that Prewitt has been 

born a hillbilly, "brave and proud and refusing to surrender 

his rights a s an individual." He will not compromise, and 

he enters the Army seeking his true identity, grasping for 

. h k 19 the only security e nows. For many young men who grew 

17 Warren Leslie, "Never Had It So Bad," Southwest 
Re vi~~ ' 36 (Summe r 1951), 242. 

18 p. 208. 

19 Ned Calme r, "The Real Enemy Is Hard to Find," 
Saturday Revie w of Lite~~~' 34 (February 24, 1951), 11-12. 
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up in the Depression years, the army was the only answer to 

a jobless future, the only security--however tough and 

relent l ess --they could find. 

What Prewitt s eeks in the Army is a place in society, 

but within that society he wants to preserve his integrity 

and mee t the requirements of army life. Prewitt realizes he 

must constantly make adjustments between himself and society. 

Yet , he feels the need to "ri.1aintain his individual integri ty 

against the depersonalizing power of the machine. II 2 0 

Prewitt's quarrel with the army centers upon his refusal 

to fight or to bugle. 

Prewitt's war with the army is touched off b y a 
breach of the freedom he expects in return for 
his loya l ty and service as a soldier. The army 
can have no claim upon his skill at bugl ing and 
hi s ability in the box ing ring. Thes e are 
volunta ry activities, and when an infe rior bugler 
is promoted above him, Prew choose s to trans fe r 
to an infantry outfit. A willing boxer until he 
inflicted a pe rmanen t injury on a sparring 
partner , Prew decide s to keep a promis e to a 
woman--his dying mother--not to hurt othe rs 
unnecessarily, and he refuses to go out for the 
r eg imenta l t eam. At stake is Prewitt's self
defined integr ity, his fr eedom to choose to do 
what he wants be yond his obligations as a 
soldie r.21 

20 Ada ms, p. 209. 

21 Edmond L. Volpe , "Jame s Jone s--Norman Ma iler,11 in 
Contemporary Ame rican Novel i sts , ed. Harry T. Moore (Carbon
da l e : Southern Il linoi s Univers ity Press, 1966), pp. 108-09. 
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Prewitt's relationship to Warden is crucial to under-

standing both characters., It is Warden who, by see ing 

Prewitt cle arly, helps Prewitt see himself most clearly. 22 

Prewit t come s to und e rstand that he is •i a fighter who doe sn't 

know wh a t he's fighting 'because the real enemy, the common 

enemy , was so hard to find since you did not know what it 

was to look for it and could not see it to get your hands 

o n i t , so you fought each other, which was easier. I II 23 

Warde n h e lps Prewitt unde rstand that he cannot win 

becau se h e c a nnot reconcile himself to a "faulty organiza-

tl. 1124 on . Prewitt himself says that "You can't disagree with 

the adopted v a lues of a bunch of people without they get 

p i s s e d off at you. 112 5 His mistake lies in believing that a 

ma n s hould not get kicked around. 26 John Moran tells us: 

"Sgt . Ward e n explains Prewitt's trouble: too much idealism. 

'He love d the Army the way most men love their wives. 

b od y who love s the Army th a t much is nuts., 11127 

22 Adams, p. 206. 

23 Calmer, p. 12. 

24 Adams, p. 20G. 

25 Jone s, Eternity, p. 277. 

26 Geismar, ~ e rican Mod ~~, p. 226. 

Any-

2 7 capt. John B. Moran, USMCR (Ret.,) , Creat_ing a Le<1~n~: 
The Descri p tive Cata log of Writing About _the U.S. Marine 
Corps (Ch l cago: Moral1, And r e ws, Inc., 1973), p. 104. 
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Prewitt is probably the last classic hero in the 

Ame rican wa r novel. Like all of Jones's protagonists (and 

mo st Wor l d War II protagonists), he turns outward to huma n 

ity rather than retreat in silent despair as the World War I 

p r o t agonists did. 28 He is filled with "hunger and loneliness , 

t h e confusion and despair that are Prewitt's life and long

ings and his search for that rarest moment when one human 

could f ind and touch another. 112 9 

Pr ewitt marks the end of the concept of honor in war 

nove ls. 30 Because he cannot accept the loss of his integrity 

he ''gets hims e lf arbitrarily shot--a classic release from the 

toils of freedom. 1131 Wilfrid Sheed believes freedom to have 

been Prewitt 's true problem: "The army is the ideal nest for 

him, a place whe r e he can wave his finger at authority and 

lean on it at the same time. 1132 

Whiche v er Prewitt 's true problem is, too much freedom 

or not e nough, both he and Warden "demonstrate the possi

bility of a ctual disjunction between a particular self and 

2 8 Aichinger , pp. 89-90. 

29 Calme r, p . 12. 

30 Wayne Ch a rles Miller, An Arme d Arne rica: Its Face in 
Fiction : I\. History of the American Military N_ove l (New York : 
New Yo rk Unive rsity Press , 1970), p. 132. 

31 Wilfrid Sheed, "The Jones Boy Foreve r, 11 rrhe Atla12_~~ic, 
219, No .. G (June 1967), 69 .. 

32 
p. 6 9. 
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society . 1133 Both soldiers love the Army with deep loyalty 

and d evotion while simultaneously realizing its corruption 

of them as individuals. 

The t e rm "arch-revolutionary" is one Jones ascribes to 

Prewitt in Eternit~e Prewitt thinks of himself as "a sort 

of super arch-revolutionary. . a sort of perfect criminal 

type , very dangerous, a mad dog that loves under dogs. 1134 

Jones tells us that this type of hero came about through the 

h ero ' s involve ment with and relationship to the social revolu-

tion that came about in the thirties~ The hero's motivation 

into t h e army is the jobless, insecure world of the Depres

sion.35 Ihab Hass a n sees Prewitt as an anarchist rather than 

a protestor. 36 But rather than no rules, it is fairness and 

justice th a t Prewitt see kse Not only Prewitt but all of 

Jones 's characters "do not bend to the imperatives of the 

33 David L. Stevenson, "James J·ones and Jack Kerouac: 
Novelists of Disjunction," in The Cre ative Present: Notes -~ 
Contemporary America:1-_ Fiction, ed. Nona. Balakian and Charles 
Simmons (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 
1963), p. 198. 

34 Jones, Ete rnity, p. 276. 

35 George Plimpton, ed., Writers at Work: The Paris 
Re vie w Intervi ews , Third Series (New York: Viking Press, 
19 6 7)-,- p~-4 4. 

36 Radic a l Innocence: Studies in the Contemporary 
American Novel (Princeton-;-·New - Jersey: Princeton University 
Press~9 61~)-,-p. 85. 
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powe r structure in the Armye On the contrary, resistance 

b e c ome s the essential mode of their beings. 11 37 

Prewitt represents Jones's belief and insistence upon 

t h e integrity and sanctity of the individual. Prewitt's 

sen se of individuality will not allow him to give in to 

c oercion by the Army to make hi~ bugle or box. Such activ-

ity must remain his choice. Even going to the stockade is 

a choice for Prewitt . Although he knows that giving in to 

t h e sys t e m will spare him the ordeal, he purposely chooses 

the stockade. Even when he is stopped by the MP's and runs, 

t r y i n g to get back to his outfit after deserting, he chooses 

not to b e c a ught and brought into custody. He chooses to 

l e t the MP 's machine gun fire catch him. He could have 

jumped into the sand trap and safety, but rather than be 

sha me d by being taken into custody, he chooses death because 

o f his sense of honor. To the very end he cannot compromise; 

h e cannot give up his individuality. 

Jones also uses Prewitt to espouse racial equality. 

In a conversation betwee n Prewitt and Stark, Stark views 

Negroes as either "bad" or "good." The wanderers are the 

bad one s , else they would have white protectors. Stark 

refle cts the Southern attitude that Southerners believe they 

3 7 chester E . E i singer , Fiction of the F_o r~--i es_ ( Chic ago 
and London: University of Chicago Press , 1963), p. 42. 
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unde rstand the Negro. Prewitt on the other hand has had the 

exper i e nce of a wandering Negro saving his life from a 

wandering white man. He sees all men as either good or bad, 

whether the y are black or white. 38 The idea of persecution 

is not n e w to any novelist, but how he handles the problem 

1 h . f 1· . 39 revea s is -ee ings on it. Ihab Hassan says that 

The predicame nt of the Negro is some times 
attributed to the simple fact that he is an alien 
in Western culture. . The condition of the 
Negro, howe ver, is not irrelevant to the fate of 
mode rn ma n whose ali e nation from the proud tra
dition he once possessed has taken a more subtle 
and insidious characte r ~ This is clear, pain
fully so, in Jame s Jones's first and best nove l, 
From He re to Eternity. 

If the whole of history, as Emerson thought, 
can b e incarnated in the life of on e man, then 
history can find its explanation only in the 
experie nc e of each man. When the man is like 
Rob e rt E . Lee Prewitt. . history must be what 
he s u ffers in the Schofield Barracks Stocka de. 
Prewitt is neither a Negro nor a Jew. . but 
h e is none t he l ess the pere nnial collector of in
justices, the cons e crated underdog. 

Prewitt may be e ligible to the title of "White 
Negro" which Mailer bestowed on the "ne w American 
existentialists ." He is certainly one of the 
dispossessed. Unlike the Negro, however, he does 
not lack a historical identity. 40 

Just as Prewitt is Jones's underdog fighting for the 

r ights of other underdogs and the rights of the individual, 

38 Charles I. Glicksberg, "Racial Attitudes in From 
Here to Eternity," Phylon, 14, No. 4 (1953), 386 .. 

39 Glicksberg, 384. 40 pp. 83-6. 
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Warden quali f i e s as the underdog who fights middle-class 

values. Warden 's love affair with Karen Holmes is seen b y 

Chester Ei singer as a 11 facet of Jones's offensive against 

the middle class. . This affair is essentially an attack 

upon the v irility of a decadent bourgeois who c a nnot hold 

his woman against the powerful s exu a lity of this he-ma n from 

the lower depths." 'l'he same author see s "Warden's class 

allegiance s . . whe n h e r efus es to accept a commission 

which would automatically promote him to the middle class. 

And his superiority to middle-clas s values is demonstrated 

in the cynical but ambiguous scene when he b reak s off with 

Karen b e cause he will not be trapped by her middle-class 

demands for status. 1141 

David Ste venson sees the major flaw of the characters 

of Prewitt and Wa rde n a s be ing characte rs not seen in depth; 

we never know the "unde rsur fa ce" of the ir minds. 42 However , 

the facts do not b ear him out. Any t wo characters who c a n 

understand one another's and the ir own pos ition in life can-

not l ack de pth. Prewitt, being an uneducated , poor Kentucky 

hill-country vagrant, is not the type of character who can 

articulate his deepes t feelings, yet we know those f ee lings 

are there through his actions. Prewitt consider s r epeat e dly 

41 p. 4 3. 

42 p. 203. 
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his prob l ems with the army, how they started and where they 

wi ll take him, and h e recognizes that there is something 

inside him that will inevitably l ead him to woe~ He does 

not ass ign the s e feelings "motivations" nor does he con

s cious ly recognize from where in his experience these feel

ings a ros e . He knows simply that the feelings are there. 

He longs to understand his love for the army, his love for 

a prost itute, his compulsion to return to l1is outfit though 

a d ese r ter . And we know the feelings are there. Warden 

seems e qually incapable of articulating his feelings and 

motivations , yet he is a man motivated by love of the Army, 

love of his me n, and , briefly , love for a woman. It is con

s i sten t with the spirit of the characters Prewitt and Warden, 

being who they are, that Jones does not allow them to articu

late thes e feelings , even to themselves. We cannot expect an 

intellectual self-analysis from these men, and we do not 

get it. 

The most noticeable thing about Witt in Line is his 

diffe rence from the character Prewitt in Eternity. His con-

nec tions to Prewitt are there in the background given about 

him: "'This man Witt was a small, thin, Breathitt County 

Ke ntucky boy , an old Regular, a former Regimental boxe r . 

. He could perhaps , by a loose application, be classed 

as a troublemaker--since he had been busted several times 

and twice had gone to the stockade on a Summary Court 
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Mart i a l .. 1143 Yet, Witt is different in quality from Prewitt; 

he is hard , banal, and boas tful where the Prewitt of Etern:htY 

is not. This cha n ge in personality is consistent with the 

author 's purpose for the characters in Line. They are meant 

to b e a lte red by the war experience and to become less 

attract ive in pe rsonality so as to fade into the background 

in the light of the mass e s of men involved in modern warfare. 

But Jones states another reason for altering his characters 

in Line from thos e in Ete rnit~ .. He believed Eternity to be 

a roma ntic book in the common, ordinary meaning of the termo 

He did not want Line to be considered romantic: 

I made all the characters better in the book 
[From Here to Eternity]--gave them more integrity, 

more inte:lfgcnce, more sensitivity than the y, in 
fact, would h a ve had in life. And in The Thin 
Re d Line I trie d to do just the opposite, and 
the re are many of the same characters in both 
books, and in the second book I've tried to 
write the same people more like they really were 
in life tha n they were in literature, in 
Eternity.44 

On Guadalcanal Witt has been transferred from C-for-Charlie 

Company to Cannon Company--a place for malcontents and 

trouble makers. He longs to return to the old company but, 

stubbornly, will not ask~ He spends the remainder of Line 

43 Jone s, Line,_ __ pp. 100-01. 

44 Hopkins, p. 10. 
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appearing and disappearing on whim, disregarding regulations. 

When he d e cides to fight with C-for-Charlie, he tramps 

through jungles to do so. When someone or something there 

angers him, he simply leaves and returns to Cannon Company. 

Witt rema ins f or Jones the man who cannot or will not adjust 

to his situation because it infringes upon his concept of 

fre e dom and integrity. 

Evaluating the protagonists of Eternity, Wilfrid Sheed 

d ec lares that Jone s's "present task must be to drag his boy 

all the way into the post-war world and find him something 

useful, or usefully useless, to do. 1145 Jones found such a 

place for Prell in Whistle. The location is not exactly 

after the war, but it is out of the war. Prell's reputation 

as a hill country hard-head is maintained in Whistle. His 

stubborn courage appears whe n he is shipped to the rehabili

tation hospital in Luxor after having his thighs smashed by 

a macl1ine gun on Guadalcanal. The Army doctors feel that 

amputation is necessary to save his life. Prell refuses. 

He wishes to survive or die a whole man. 

Prell's wound serves to illustrate another theme to be 

explored in Chapter III: the effect of war on :r:1en., Prell's 

wound also returns him and Winch to a life-or-death relation

ship. Winch is asked by Strange to visit Prell to try to 

45 D 72 .L .. • 
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pull him out of his despondency. Characteristically, whe n 

Winch visits Pre ll h e r eads him correctlyo Winch decides 

that sympathy is the las t thing Prell needs. He decide s, 

"He would be his e n emy . Everybody needed one enemy."46 

Winch calls Pre ll a glory hunter who carelessly gets his 

squad shot up for medals. Winch knows that the accus at ion 

is not t rue , but the accusation cause s Prell to regard Winch 

as the enemy , whom Winch has hoped to provide. Appare ntly 

Wince is correct; Prell improve s . By the end of the novel 

he can walk aga in. The irony and pity of the sacrifice 

Winch makes for Pre ll is that Prell never realizes tha t 

Winch purposely b ecomes his enemy to provide him something 

to live for. Prell continues to hate Winch until death. 

Prell ' s d eath is a lso part of the theme of the war experi

ence , but suffice it to say that, considering the emotional 

connection to the character of Prewitt, the decline a nd loss 

of Pre ll is a tragedy consistent with the theme of Whistl e . 

The "usefully us e l ess " thing Jones provides for Prell 

is the same u sefully useless thing the Army provides for 

him. The Army capitali zes on Pre ll's Congressional Medal of 

Honor , his love o f a nd dependency on the Army, and his desire 

to remain a t hirty-year man by sending him on war-bond tours. 

The sell ing of bonds in itself is not the tragedy. The 

46 Jones, Whistle, p. 153. 
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tragedy lies in the government's use of a horribly wounded 

man who consents to such activity in order to remain active 

in the Army, the only place to offer the only security he 

has e ver known~ When one adds to this the fact that most of 

the uppe r eche lon people realize the last big push is coming 

and the war will be over soon, the whole effort on Prell's 

part become s a travesty. Apparently Prell realizes this, 

and much more, because his death is intentional. 

Willie Horris tells us that "He [Jones] always wrote 

out of his feeling for the misery of these men, and from this 

h e n e ver devi a t e d. 11 47 The odyssey of Prewitt-Witt-Prell is 

indeed a touching one, bordering often on tragedy, and often 

crossing over to it. His story is characteristic of a whole 

generation of me n. 

III. Stark-Storm-Strange 

The character of Mess/Sgt Maylon Stark, created in 

Eternity , has been virtually ignored by critics of that 

nove l. While it is true that Stark did not stand out as 

much as the characters Prewitt and Warden, he did serve 

several purposes in the novel. What is interesting to 

obs e rve is his increasing importance in Line and his sharing 

of equal importance with Winch in Whistle. As each part of 

47 A Friendship, p. 204. 
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the trilogy evolves, Jones turns more and more to . the char

acter of Stark as a sounding board for philosophies and 

thoughts a nd , espec ially in W~i s~l e , as the characte r who 

remains most stable in compar ison to Prewitt and Warden. 

Stark can be considered the contrast to Warde n and Prewitt. 

He can a lso be con s ide r e d a mediator. 

Stark 's relationship to Prewitt is usually only that of 

a bystander . He is aware of Prewitt's proble ms and s eeks at 

various times to h e lp. He makes the offer to get Prewitt 

assigned to his k itchen in order to help remove the pressure 

of the compan y to fight and bugle . He also sees that the 

other cooks do not add to Prewitt's misery by h arrassing him 

when Pre witt dr aws KP duty for punishment. On the whole , 

howe ver , Stark remains uninvolve d with Prewitt. 

Stark's relationship to Warden has already been d escribed 

to some exten t in the analysis of Warde no Both are noncoms, 

a rank which, despite their own protests to the contrary , 

sets the m apart from ordinary enlisted men. Both are devoted 

thirty-year men ; there is no doubt that Sta rk knows his 

trade : 

Stark love d his kitchen, it was already "hi s ," 
with the single-mindedness women have been taught 
to dream of and expe ct, demand , and decry when 
attache d t o anything but love . Stark drove 
hims e lf as ha r d or harde r than he drove the 
cook s and the KPs. The do r mant Company Fund 
was brought into the light, and Stark bought 
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new silverware , he reconune nded the purchase of 
n ewe r better equipmento There were even fresh 
flowers on the tables now and then, a uniqu e 
experie nc e in G Companyo Sloppiness in eating 
was no l onger allowed, and Stark enforced this 
new rule like a t yrant. A man who slopped 
catsup over his plate onto the oilcloth would 
suddenly find himself outside the door in the 
middle of a n e al. The KPs lived a life of h e ll 
on earth, yet the reflective eyes in Stark's sad 
sneering l aughing face were always soft and no 
KP could force hims e lf to hate him. They saw 
him working just as hard as they did, and they 
chortled at the way he rode the cooks. Even 
fat Willard was forced to work.48 

At the e nd of Eternity Warden treats Stark to a night 

on the town a nd thei r friendship is sealed. In Line Storm 

continues to be the only man who understands Welsh. 

Storm also continues to be a capable mess sergeant in 

Line , where bo t h he and Warden as sergeants feel a groHing 

responsibi lity for their me n. Warden's feelings take on the 

character istics of madnes s, and Storm's come close to madness 

in the form of an obses s ion: "He would show these bums who it 

was kept them fed. Nobody'd ever say Storm didn't feed his 

people. "49 This idea of keeping the Company fed grows until 

it be come s Storm's one encompassing goal. He feels that it 

is the v e ry least he can do when he has watche d the men 

being killed or mutilated all around him. He loads his 

48 Jone s, Eternitt, pp. 177-78. 

49 Jones, Line, p. 53. 
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kitche n up and, dragging the protesting cooks with him, 

strugg l es as f ar forward as he c an until forced to stop by 

higher command. The need to feed someone becomes so great 

that he feeds any and all soldiers who come by. If he cann ot 

feed C- for- Char lie, h e will feed anyone. 

In Whi st l e Strange b egins to parallel Winch in his con-

c ern for the men. Strange, however, holds on to reason while 

Winch becomes more rest i v e and violent. He acts as both a 

contras t and a comparison to Winch's madnes s. Strange him-

se l f gradu a lly succumbs to madness, but it is significant 

that it i s Strange who fai ls l as t. 

Strange plays a chief rol e in Whistle_ as the principa l 

vic t im o f the new society the men have returned to after the 

war . The n ew society and the effect on the men will also be 

discusse d in Chapte r III as one of the major themes of the 

nove l s . 

As state d pre viously, one of Stark-Storm-Strange's chief 

purposes has b een as a mediator. A mediator is one who 

obse rves , conside rs, and seeks answers to the problems the 

characters face in the nove ls while keeping many of his 

thought s and emotions within himself, sharing them only with 

the reade r. Stark is a moderate person--not given to strong 

outbursts a nd c are ful in his actions. He commiserates with 

Prewitt 's problems, feels he is getting a raw deal, but 

accepts the fact that life is that way--at least in the Army. 
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He recogn i zes the futili ty o f fi ghting the Syste m. Prewitt 

des c r i be s h im as h av ing "cool, slow talking, leve lheaded 

ness ."50 

I n Line Stor m garne r s equ a l atte ntion with the othe r 

charac t e rs s ince no one character r emains in focu s f or long. 

He i s s t ill the shrewd, non- committe d obs e rve r .. At one 

p o in t he thinks , ". he was aware that as long as he did 

hi s job we ll, We lsh would continue to leave him alone . rrhat 

was e n ough f o r Storm . 

hi s own bus i nes s o"Sl 

If We l s h wanted to be crazy, that wa s 

St o r m i s a cha r a cter c a pable of analyzing his own f e el-

ings as we ll a s tho se o f othe r cha racte rs. After h e lping to 

storm a J a p a nese stronghold h e thinks back on what has h a p -

p e n e d in the f i ght. He has kil led four Japane se, and what 

bothe rs him is that h e has e njoyed it. He has now expe ri

e nc e d combat, and his shock and hatred at the risk of involv

ing hi s l i f e c omes out in his decision to f ight no longer. 

He will cook. He will do his job and leave the fighting to 

t h e i nfantry, a nd that is what he doe s to the end of the 

nove l whe n h e is shipped out for a hand wound. 

In Whi st l e Strange becomes as strong and as important 

a chara cter as Winch. He is still the observer. 

50 Jone s, Ete rnity, p. 225. 

51 Jone s, Line , p. 31. 

He 
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recognizes Bobby Prell's despair over his wound and spends a 

good part of the novel unobtrusively supporting and reinforc

ing Pre ll. Strange becomes the sounding board for many of 

the men, first because of the absence of Winch who has not 

arriv e d yet, and then because of Winch's alienation from the 

company due to his progres sive illness. Strange become s the 

mediator between Winch and the rest of the company who often 

fail to under s tand their old first sergeant. He tries hard

est a nd longest to keep the company together, to stay in 

touch. He r e peatedly seeks Winch's help, but more and more 

he is the one who helps the men. It is Strange who realizes 

Landers , one of the old company men, has become mad. It is 

Strange who fin a lly realizes Winch is slipping both me ntally 

and physically. Also, it is he who finally realizes it 

about himself. Landers, Prell, and Winch commit violence 

and injury as the y one by one remove themse lves from the 

world. Land e rs, only one hour after being discharged on the 

equivale nt of a Section Eight, purposely steps in front of a 

speeding car and is killed instantly. Prell, while on a 

bond-se lling tour in Los Ange les, hears of Landers' death 

and purposely picks a fight with some soldiers who do not 

know h e i s severe ly handicapped with his weak legs~ He is 

kill e d. Winch cunningly steals two hand-grenades and one 

night blows up the PX. He is captured and is placed in the 

mental wa~d o f the hospital .. Whe n Strange goes to see him, 
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he hears Winch yelling down the corridor: "Get them out! Get 

them out of there ! Can't you see the mortars got them 

bracketed ! 1152 Strange realizes that for all practical pur

poses , Winch has checked out of this world. But Strange, 

calmly and pe ac e fully, steps off a troop ship bound for 

Eu rope . The r e is no struggle as he quietly drowns. His 

suicide , like theirs, is in character. 

The fact that Jones allows Strange to develop strongly 

in Whistle indicates the author 's change in attitude about 

the military experience. Jones's attitude alters ove r the 

cour se of the trilogy, and Strange is one of the characters 

who reflect tha t change. This point will be discussed more 

f ully in a later chapter. 

As h a s b een shown, the three major characters of the 

trilogy form a str6ng connection between the novels of the 

trilogy . Understanding the characters' relationships to 

each othe r is crucial to understanding each character indi

vidually. With the three characters of Warden, Prewitt, and 

Stark (a nd their counterparts in the other novels), Jones 

has achieved the creation of unforgettable p e rsonalities in 

f iction. David Stevenson describes Jones's characters as 

having " appealing boldness" and "a highly romantic but 

5 2 1..T ones , Wh i ~ t 1 e , p . 4 5 5 • 
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specious honesty. 1153 Another critic believes Jones's char

acters are perhap s exaggerated but not "inflated or 

literary ., 1154 Perhaps it is these characteristics that make 

his characters so appealing. Perhaps, too, their appeal 

lies in the fact that they are characters r e cognized by a 

generat.io11 of men who shared similar experiences and recog

nized by othe r generations as men fighting for a place in 

this world against forces over which they have no control. 

What these forces do to these characters and how the char

acters deal with them make for their unforgettable stories, 

told by a man who lived them. 

The minor characters in the novel are not necessarily 

in themse lves continuous throughout the trilogy. It is 

rather in their relationships to various themes shared by 

the novels that their importance lieso The minor characters 

will be discussed in Chapter III in relation to the themes 

explored in that chapter. 

53 p. 212. 

54 "War Generation," Newsweek, 37 (26 February 1951), 
82. 



CHAPTER II 

STYLE 

J a mes Jone s's style 1 h a s perhaps received more atte ntion 

from cr i tic s than his me ss a ge be c a use his distinctive s t yle 

not o nl y s uits the stories he tells but draws attention to 

i t se lf by being brutally and crudely frank, explicit, and 

acc ura t e . As Paul Gray has said, Jones's prose is "offered 

with the s tylistic niceties burned away. 11 2 As will be see n, 

t he absence of the niceties enables Jones to tell his stories 

wi t h the a ccuracy he insists upon and to bring the chief 

s ubj e ct o f his trilogy clearly into focus: me n in the mili-

ta r y a nd at war. It is not a "nice " world i:1 which his cha r·-

ac t e rs exist. If Jones is to reveal the expe rience of war 

a nd its true meaning, his stated intention, then niceties 

mu s t b e sacrificed for truth. Jones willingly makes the 

1 My unde rstanding of style accords with that of C. Hugh 
Holma n, A Handbook to Literature, Third Edition (Ne w York: 
Odyssey Pr e s s , The Bobb s -Merrill Co., Inc., 1972), pp. 514-
15. The t e rm Style in this study incorporates two elements: 
" t h e idea to be e x pre ssed, and the individuality of the 
autho r . '1 This study will include the general eleme nts of 
di c tion, i ma gery, r e pe tition, cohe rence, and the arrange n e nt 
of ideas , as well as fac e t s of style related to these ele
me nts and as well as the individuality of the author. 

2 "Martial Arts," Time, 106 (1 September 1975), 58. 
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sacr ifice . Many critics be lieve Jone s to be incapable of 

creating p r ose which conta i ns the more convention al elements 

o f prec i se granunat i ca l phras ing , philosophic a nd inte llect u a l 

rev e rie, v e ile d o r softene d as pects of human n a ture , and 

we ll-turne d phrase s . Jone s is c a pable of these refined 

e l emen t s of li terature , a s will be seen through the study of 

c e rta i n e l e me nts of his style in this chapter. He fus e s 

the s e e l e ments with the othe r less refined aspects to creat e 

fictio n stunn i ng in its pov1e r and pleas ing to a huge numbe r 

of r e ade rs , as is witne sse d by his career as a popul a r and 

mone tari l y succe ssful write r. 

Jones i s also a major contributor to certain ele me nts 

i n c onte mpora ry fiction. He is one of the initial write rs 

to u t ili ze the technique of the involve d narra tor, the tec h

n ique o f b l a ck humor as forerunner to novels of the absurd, 

a nd t h e t e chn i que of using obscenity and graphic d e scription 

in wor t hwhile literature. 

Many aspe cts of Jones's style carry over from the first 

nov e l o f the trilogy through the second and third. One such 

aspect i s Jone s's ability to create vivid, me morabl e sce nes.3 

3 c e rtain quote d pa ssages from Ete rnity and Line will 
a ppear i nco rrect in punc tua tion and spe lling· .. The s e quota 
tion s h ave b een tra n s cribe d as they appear in the original, 
r epr esent ing a n aspe ct of Jones's style . 
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In Eternity, ~rones' s description of Prewitt playing 

taps at Schofield Barracks is perhaps one of the most moving 

and sensitive descriptions of barracks life seen in litera-

ture. It is also a description of the loving talent of a 

man to create some thing beautiful: 

He looke d at his watch and as the second hand 
touched the top stepped up and raised the bugle 
to the megaphone, and the nervousness dropped 
from him like a discarded blouse, and he was sud
denly alone, gone away from the rest of them. 

The first note was clear and absolutely cer
t ain. There was no question or stumbling in 
this bugleo It swept across the quadrangle 
positively, held just a fraction longer than most 
buglers hold it. Held long like the length of 
time, stretching away from weary day to weary 
day. Held long like thirty years. The second 
note was short, almost too short, abrupto Cut 
short and too soon gone, like the minutes with 
a whore. Short like a ten minute break is short . 
And then the last note of the first phrase rose 
triumphantly from the slightly broken rhythm, 
triumphantly high on an untouchable leve l of 
pride above the humiliations, the degradations. 

He played it all that way, with a paused then 
hurried rhythm that no metronome could follow. 
There was no placid regimented tempo to this 
Taps. The notes rose high in the air and hung 
above the quadrangle. They vibrated there, 
caressingly , filled with an infinite sadness, 
and endless patience, a pointless pride, the 
requiem and epitaph of the common soldier, who 
smelled like a common soldier, as a woman once 
had told him. They hovered like halos over the 
heads of the sleeping men in the darkened bar
racks, turning all grossness to the beauty that 
is the beauty of sympathy and understandingo 
Here we are, they said, you made us, now see us, 
dont close your eyes and shudder at it; this 
beauty, and this sorrow, of things as they are. 
This is the true song, the song of the ruck, not 
of battle heroes; the song of the Stockade 
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prisoners itchily stinking sweating under coats 
of grey rock dus t ; the song of the mucky KPs, 
of the me n without wome n . 

This is the s ong o f the me n who h a v e no pl a ce, 
played by a man who h as never had a pl a c e , and 
can the refore play it. Liste n to it. You know 
this song, reme mb e r? This is the song you close 
your e ars to every night, so you can slee p. This 
is the song you drink five martini s every evening 
not to hear . This is the song of the Gre a t Lone 
liness, tha t cre e ps in like the d e sert wind and 
dehydra t e s the s o ul. This is the song you'll 
listen to on the day you die. • This song is 
Reality. Remember? Surely you remember? 

"Day is done. 
Gone the sun. 
From-the - lake 
From-the- hill 
From-the- sky 
Rest in peace 
Sol jer brave 
God is nigh. " 

And as the last note quivered to prideful 
silence, and the bugl e r s wung the 1-:1egaphone for 
the traditional repeat, figures appeared in the 
lighted s a llyport from inside of Choy's. "I told 
you it was Prewitt," a voice carri e d faintly 
across the quandrangle in the tone of a man who 
has won a bet. And then the repe a t rose to join 
her quivering tearful sister. The clear proud 
notes reverberating back and forth across the 
silent quad. Me n had come from the Dayr ooms to 
the porches to listen in the darkness, feeling the 
sudden choking kinship bred of fear that supe rsedes 
all personal tastes. They stood in the darkne ss 
of the porches, listening, feeling suddenly very 
near the man beside them, who al s o was a soldier, 
who also must die. Then as silent as they had 
come, they fil e d back inside with lowe red eyes, 
sudde nly asha me d of their own emotion, and of 
seeing a man's naked soul.4 

From Here to Eternity (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1951), pp. 218-20. 
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Jones's accurate description carries over to Line. 

Or ville Prescott states that "One feels in reading it [I-:..i l~E:) 

tha t the particular author's real motive is to tell what 

h appened and what it was likeT to describe the invasion of 

a tropical island. 115 Jones achieves a chilling 

description of the horrors of combat and the brutality of a 

c r ue l enemy when he focuses on a terribly wounded soldier 

d i scovered by his screams for help during a lull in the 

fighting. A medic is sent to give him packets of morphine 

to e ase his pain until he dies: 

Stein, still holding the glasses on him, waited. 
He could not escape a feeling tha t something more 
important, more earthshaking should happe nc 
Seconds ago he was alive and Stein was talking 
to him; now he was dead. Just lik~ that . But 
Stein's attention was pulled away before h e 
could think more, pulled away by two thing s. 
One was Tella, who now began to scream in a high 
quavery babbling falsetto of hysteria totally 
different from his former yells. Looking at him 
now through the glasses--he had almost forgotten 
him entirely in watching the medic--Stein saw 
that he had flopped himself over on his side, 
face pressing the dirt. Obviously he had been 
hit again, and while one bloodstained hand tried 
to hold in his intestines, the other groped at 
the new wound in his chest. Stein wished that 
at least they had killed him, if they were going 
to shoot him up again. This screaming, which he 
ceased only long enough to draw sobbing breath, 

5 Orville Prescott, "Novelists and War: Hersey, 
Michener, Mailer, Jones, Baron, Wouk," In My Opinion: An 
Inquiry Into the Contemporary Novel (Ne w York: The Bobbs
Merrill Co., ·rnc., 1952), p. 149. 
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was infinitely more bad than the yells for every
one concerned, both in its penetration and in its 
longevity. But they were not firing more now~ 
And as if to prove it deliberate a faint faraway 
voice called several times in an Oriental accent, 
"Cly, Yank, cly ! Yerl, Yank, yerl ! 11 6 

In vThistle, Jones's insistence upon accurate, detailed 

description continueso The following is one of the cruder 

descriptive passages, but it serves to indicate the nature 

of Jones's attitude toward realism: 

Man-stink. How used to it he had gotten over the 
years. And all its various flavors. What was 
that word? Effluvia. Sweaty male armpits and 
smelly male feet. Socks and underweare Fetid 
breath. Uninhibited belches and farts. Ranked 
open toilet bowls and urinals in the early morn
ing. It mingled with the smell of toothpaste and 
shaving soap from the row of washbasins all down 
the other side.7 

To say, however, that Jones describes only crude scenes 

in Line and Whistle is not fair to the author. The follow-

ing description of the jungle from Line contains elements of 

the ominous, yet there is a lushness in its sensory images: 

As their eyes adjusted, they became able to 
see huge vines and creepers hanging in great fes
tooning arcs, many of them larger than young 
trees at home. Giant treetrunks towered straight 
up, far above their heads to the roof, their thin 

6 The Thin Red }A~ (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
19 6 2 ) I pp • 2 ] 8 - 3 9 " 

7 Whistle (New York: Delacorte Press, 1978), p. 12. 
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blade-like roots often higher than a man's head. 
Every-where, every-thing was wet. The ground 
itself was either bare dirt, slippery , slick , with 
wet; or e l se impe netrable tangles o f deadfall. 
Here and there a few stunted straggly bushes 
struggled to maintain an almost lightless life. 
And saplings, totally branchless with only a few 
l eaves at the top and hardly bigger around than 
the width of a pocketknife, strained to stretch 
thems elves up, up, always up, to that clo sed roof 
and closed corporation a hundred feet above, where 
they could at least compete, before they strangled 
here below. Some of them that were no bigger 
around than the b ase of a whiskey shotglass had 
already attained a height equal to twice that of a 
tall man.. And in all of this, nothin g movc:-~d. And 
there was no sound save the rustle of the dripping 
moisture .. 

The men who had slipped through the protecting 
wall and come in here to see, stood rooted before 
the enormity their adjusting eyes disclosed~ This 
was more than they had bargained fore Whateve r 
else you could call this teeming verdure you cer
tainly could not call it civilized. And as civil
ized men, it made them fearful. The toughest 
barroom brawler among them was fea ~ful. Gradually, 
as they continued to stand without moving, vague, 
faint sounds began to make themse lves heard again. 
High up in the foilage leaves rustled or a branch 
vibrated and there would be a twitter or a mad, 
raucous shout as some invisible bird moved. On 
the ground, a bush would shake furtively as some 
minute animal move d away. And yet they saw 
nothing.8 

Jones has a knack for interesting analogy in his 

descriptions . In E~ernity he poses the thoughts of his char-

acte rs in military terms: 

Warden's chance c ame sooner than he had expected. 
The next a fternoon it cleared a little, the rain 

8 ~i~, pp. 59-60. 
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stopped a while at noon and drew back to reform 
its ranks before the next assault~9 

Ma rri e d life, his mind told him indignant ly, 
appe ars to be v a s t ly s imilar to the brack e ting in 
of a batte ry of 155ts. First a long th a t goes 
over, the n a short that goes under, then a long 
and a short and a long and a short, a see and a 
saw and an up and a down, each a little bit 
close r to target, until finally ·we are in an we 
lay down our barrage and we're married.lo 

A con s tant roaring, marriage, in which the indi
vidual explosions are no longer even distinguish
able s o that it itself even finally tapers of f 
into monotony and boredom, leaving only a charred 
churne d-up countryside in which there is nothing 
alive a nymore. Not even the parake ets that once 
ros e u p in white clouds s cree ching out of the 
jung l e , eve ry time a bracket shell dropped. The 
bracketing·- in always us e to be fun, rerJe mb e r? 
But laying a barrage , th a t begins to wear after 
a while. Whether you're the Artill e ryma n on the 
guncrew, or the infantryma n lying out under it. 
Even the excitement of almost dying subsides into 
jus t gloorr..11 

In Line a weapons cache is described by analogy to a 

chur ch c ongregation, which serves as an ironic contrast: 

9 

10 

11 

It was stifling hot in the tent and in that dim, 
p e culiarly ple asant, lazy-making light of hot sun 
shining through tentage canvas, rack after woode n 
rack of gun s fill e d the interior like rows of 
p e ws. Seve n of the se worshipp~rs, all in their 
own row, we re Thompson submachineguns. At the 
front the altar was a raised platform stacked 

Eternity, p. 107. 

Ete rnity, p. 704. 

Eternity, p .. 704. 
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with drums and clips of .45 ammunition and their 
canvas carriers. Both clips and carriers bore 
the Marine Corps stamp. 

The rest o f the congregation were .30 cal 
Springfields, and a few of the new 030 cal car
bines which had only gotten to C-for-Charlie 
recentlyo All mused at their devotions in the 
dim hot air while Dale s tare d at theme A closer 
inspect ion revealed that the working parts showed 
no signs of wear. They were all brand new~ Yet 
they had the grease cleaned off them and stood 
rea dy for immediate us e , freshly oile d. There 
they were. In the tent, as outside, the hot 
stillness of Sunday revival meeting reigned.12 

In Whistle, Winch's dreams are described in terms of 

a snowstorm: 

The sleep came slowly, in little spurts. It 
came like small snow flurries, sweeping an area 
with the ir stillnesses, on the light winds of a 
steadily thickening snowstonn.13 

The analogy is apt since the dreams follow upon a sudden 

vision of his men Winch has had while driving home through 

a snowfall that e veningo 

Jones ' s language has shocked and infuriated many 

critics, while others believe he could not have chosen to 

write otherwise and remain true to the spirit of his works. 

In the dialogue of his characters, Jones throughout the 

trilogy us es some language that is raw, obscene , and 

12 Jones, Line, pp. 92-93. 

13 Jones, Whistle, p. 410. 
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ungra mrnaticale He also choose s to ignore certain conventions 

of punctu a tion and spelling. 

In Eternity we s ee an example of each of the above 

charac teristics: 

Warden laughed.. "I sure did, dint I'? 11 he 
giggled .. "But tha t aint a ll: when you get him 
home , I want you to tell his corprl of the 
guard the Firs Sarnt says he is relieve from 
duty the rest of the night. For halping the 
Firs Sa rnt on a private reconnaissance." 

"But you c ant do that 1 Top," Weary said 
wonder ingly .. 

"I cant 1 'ey?" Wa rden said. "I already done 
it. You heard what I said, dint you?" 

" Ye ah , 11 1i,v e ar y said , 11 but - - 11 

"No buts, 11 said Warden savagely. "Do like I 
said. Am I the First Sarnt or not the Firs 
Sarnt? 11 

"You're the First Sarnt. 11 

"Ma ybe you dont know which side that Pfc of 
yours is butte red on. But me no buts. Just do 
like I said." 

"Okay , Top. But you sure demand a hell of a 
lot for a lousy goddarn Pfc .. " 

11 Crnere , 11 Warden said and grabbed him by his 
arm. 11 Dont you know we got to look out for this 
man, We ary? 11 he -;;vhispered ~ 11 He's the best fuck in 
solj e r in the Compny," He paused thoughtfully. 
"'The ony fuckin soljer in the Company, 11 he 
ame nde d-:-

11what is this?" We ary said .. "A mutual back-
slapping society I stumbled into?" 

"We got to take care£ him while we can, see?" 
The Warden told him urgently .. "This man may not 
b e with us for long, and we got to take caref 
this man. 1114 

14 Jones , Eternity, p. 482~ 
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Jones describes in WWII men who have gone through hell 

and l earned to survive. 

language Jones provides. 

It is this sort of man who uses the 

So there he stood--our once green, now obscene 
in fantryman or tanker. Filthy, grimy, bearded, 
greasy with his own body oils (body oils aided 
by a thin film of dirt could make a uniform 
n early comple t e ly waterproof, if it was worn 
long enough), dedicated to his own survival if 
at all possible, and willing to make it as costly 
as he could if it wasn't possible. • He was 
about the foulest-mouthed individual who ever 
existed on earth. Every othe r word was fucking 
this or fucking that. And interna lly, his soul 
was about as foul and cynica l as his mouth. e 

He h ad pared his dreams and ambitions down to no 
more than relief and a few days away from the 
line , a nd a bottle of booze, a woman, and a 
bath.15 

In Line we s ee the kind of man describeJ above: 

Everyone was staring at him disbelievingly, 
but n e vertheless dumbstruck. "Goddam it, kid!" 
We lsh bellowed after a mome nt .. "I told you I 
wanted the godda m fucking truth! And not no 
kid games!" 

It had never occurred to Bead that he would 
not b e believed. Now he was faced with a choice 
of shutting up a nd being taken for a liar, or 
telling them where and having them s ee what a 
shameful botched-up job he'd done. Even in his 
upset and distr e ss it did not take him long to 
choose. 

"Then god damn you go and look!" h e cried at 
We lsh. "Dont take my word, go and look for your 
goddam fucking self! 1116 

15 James Jones, WWII (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 

1975), p. 70. 

16 Jones,~' p. 171. 
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The rough, raw language continues in Whi.st_;Le, but it 

should be noticed that punctuation has found its way i nto 

the dialogue in some respects: 

"How's the old health there, First Sarn' t? " 
Strange said now. 

"Better than yours," Winch said. He had told 
nobody about his ailment, and he was absolutely 
sure Strange had no idea what was wrong with him . 
"And don't call me First Sergeant. I'm not one 
any more. I'm a casual in transit, just like 
you." 

"You still carry the rank and draw the pay." 
"Asshole !" 
"Sure," Strange said. "Why not? ny senti-

me nts exactly." 
"Then we unders tand each othero" 
"I also thought I'd stop over the lounge see 

Bobby Prell awhile, 11 Strange said more softly .. 
Winch would not answer this. 
"You want to come along?" 
"No." 
Strange moved his head. "Go by myself then .. " 
"Stupid son of a bitch. He would't be over 

there if he hadn't been trying to play hero. 11 

Strange moved his head again. 11 Sor~e guys got 
to play hero. Anyway, he must b e feeling pretty 
down, right now. Today. The scoop the doctors 
putting out say he won't never walk again .. Say 
he may still lose one of his legs." 

"Whatever happe ns to him, it's his own damn 
fault," Winch said promptly. 

"He's still one of the old outfit," Strange 
said. 

"That shit's all over, too," Winch said. "And 
you better believe it, Johnny Stranger. You 
better get it through your thick Texas head .. 11 17 

Chester Eisinger sees Jones's language, both his dia

logue and his narration, as an attack on the middle 

J.7 Jones, Whistle , p. 18. 
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class. 18 David Stevenson sees Jones's language as represen

tative of an anti-romantic, tough attitude, characteristic 

of a nonl iterary person "in any normal use of the term . "19 

Warren Leslie insists, howe ver, that Jones is simply '' repro

ducing soldiers ' jargon" and that the use of raw, four

lette r words and poor gramma r is "amply justifie d. 1120 In 

an unsigne d article in NE:_:t-7sweek, the critic states tha t 

J ones exhibits "a clear style, an ear for common speech'.' 

and that. his "four-letter words do not give the effe ct of 

obsceni ty. 1121 Jones's stories move with such well-done 

narrat i ve forc e that the raw language seems natural as it 

comes from the charac ters in specific situations. His lan-

guage does not hinder the narrative but contributes posi

tive ly to it. 

Another c haracteristic of Jones's writings shared by 

the three novels is his choice of certain unusual words 

18 Fiction of the Forties (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press , 1963), p. 43. 

19 "James Jones and \.T a ck Kerouac: Novelists of Dis
junction ," in The Creative Present: Notes on Con temporary 
Amer i can Fiction, ed . Non·a Balakian and Charles simmo.ns 
(Garden clty, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1963), 
pp. 19 5-96. 

20 "Never Had It So Ba d," Southwes t Revievz, 36 
(Summer 1951), 244~ 

21 "War Generation," Newsw~, 37 (February 26, 1951), 

82. 
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which , b e c a use of their sophistication, reveal a side to 

the a uthor that the crudene ss belieso 

In Eternity are seen such words: a soldier is described 
.,.r· 

as "s eamed -faced;" Maggio says something "perfervidly;" 

Prewitt p rec ipitates a "transmogrification.," And one sen

ten ce from the nove l is striking in its poetic rhythm and 

rhyme : " Th e sandtrap was deep and the slope was steep and 

he h a d fall e n on a downhill lie . II 22 

Jones continues to use unusual words in Line: metal 

piece s break apart "chirring" in all directions; the hospital 

tent i s descr ibed as a II susurrus II place; a task is II in super-

ab l e; " a b a ttle's movements are described as "strophe and 

a nti s tr op lw ; 11 a so 1 die r is " sh t umping" a 1 on g ; r if 1 e bu 11 et s 

"snickerwhack" through the brush. 23 And in Whistle: an odor 

hits Land ers in the fac e with a "glissading" effect .. 

Willi e Morris says, "I was to learn over the years that 

beneath the rough exterior was a profoundly cultured and 

sophisticate d man, a student of literature, history, art, 

and mu s ic." 24 1.Jones' s occasional use of sophisticated words 

22 Jone s, Eternity, pp. 507, 583, 777, 789 respectively. 

23 Jone s, Line , pp. 211, 355,412,429, 430, 454 

respe ctive ly. 

24 James Jones: A Friendship (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday and Co., Inc., 19 .78), p. 26. 
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in an otherwise cor~only vulgar vocabulary gives support to 

Morris's sta t ement. So do the references Jones makes to 

techniques of paintinge In Eternity he writes, "He [Prewitt] 

shrugged , a nd then he turned and paused, see ing the sce ne 

that never failed to touch him, a painting done in solid 

sing l e t ones , the timbre diminishing with the deepenin g per

s pective , fr ame d by the entryway of the sallyport. 1125 And 

again , "The l arge warm semi-tropic moon was just coming up, 

dimming the stars around it, mak ing the clear air golden 

with a tangible puls a ting life, painting new stark shadows 

on the grou nd in the perspectiveless planes and angles of a 

26 c ubist ." In Line Jones refers to a "surrealistic" feel-

ing.2 7 All o f which, again, give the impression of a man 

more deeply cultured than the surface vocabulary of his 

works implie s. 

A r e cognizable element of Jones's style is his method 

of r e dundancy. Te rry Southern questions whether Jone s's 

reduncancy is really a method or a habit. Southern does, 

however, s ee this method or habit as working to Jones's 

a dvantage , especially in Lin~, whe re he s ee s it "sugges ting 

25 Eternity , p. 12. 

2 6 Jones , Eternity, p. 317. 

27 . 74 ~' p. . 
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the insane confu sion, tedium and the endlessness of war. " 2 8 

While it is true that Jon e s's redundancy does work to his 

a dvantu.ge in Line, it works as well to his advantage in 

Et e rn_i ty and ~vhistle , where the men are engaged in warfare 

of a d i ffe r e nt sort but nonethe less a fight for survival 

aga in s t t e dious conformity, insane confusion, 'and endless 

s trife. 

In ~ternity, as Stark tries to persuade Prewitt to work 

i n his kitchen and waits for an answer, we read , "I ' d sure 

l ike to, ' Prew said slowly. ' But I cant ,' he said, finally 

ge tting it out finally. 1129 In anothe r scene of the novel 

we ar e told tha t " they had gone immediately at once across 

t he s tree t. "3 0 In both cases Jones is being redundant 

f or emphatic purposes. 

In Line we are told that 11 Some were simpl y watchers , 

t d ' d 1 k , II 31 saning a n oo ing. The effect of the redundancy is 

one of shock, a numbness that repetition conveys. 

In Whistle , Jones refers t o "About seven Navy person

nel, to b e exact. " 32 Frank ~E'rippett states that this 

2 8 11 Re cent Pict.ion, Part. 1 : ' When Film Gets Good .. 
The Nation, 195 (Saturday , November 17 ), 1962, 331. 

I II . .. . 

29 Jones , Eternity , p. 209 . 
-·--""-

30 Jones , Eternity , p .. 223. 

31 Jones, Line , p. 13 6. 

32 Whi_stJ~, pp. 243--44~ 
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e xpress ion, along with a situation being described as ''pretty 

dire " and a party promising to be a "rousing debac l e ," gives 

the impre ss ion of a "rushed , bumpy narrative which seems 

l ess a nove l than an outline ., 11 33 This evaluation coincides 

with anothe r review of Whistle which describes the narrative 

as h a ving "the urgent. , breathless quality of a man 'fighting 

aga inst t ime,' as Willie Morris says in his introduc tion ., 11 34 

Wh a tever the cause of Jones's redundancy, method or 

h abit, it remains with him throughout the trilogy, each time 

serving d iffere nt needs as it is used~ 

A major characteristic shared by the nove ls of the 

tr ilogy is Jones 's deve lopme nt or employment of the involved 

narrator , a technique that enabl e s Jones to develop an 

incre asingly involve d and angry point of view. 

in describing Jones's work states , 

Terry Southern 

And there is behind the work a new kind of narra 
tive ; it is the "omniscient author" taken toward 
a logical extreme , where the narration itself, 
alth;ugh faceless, without personality, expresses 
fe e lings, both of individual s and collective ly, 
in their own terms. For a mild, printable , 
example, the narration will not say "Welsh was 
still angry about it" but "Welsh was still 
pissed-off a bout it." . N<:3-rration whi<:h use s 
four-l e tter idiom traditionally r equires tha t 
the n arrator emerge as a personality. Jones h a s 

33 " G. _ I. Wounde d, 11 rime, 111 (March 13, 1978), 98. 

34 "Books," Playboy, 25 (March, 1978), 32 .. 
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ignored this requirement and has given the purely 
textual part of his work a tone which is in 
p e rfect harmony with each incident.35 

Jones 's use of the involved narrator appears throughout 

Eterni t y a s well as throughout the other two novels. When 

Prewit t i s angry we are told he wants to "beat the living 

p iss o u t o f such s tupidity. 11 36 rrhe narrator also, in speak·

i ng of Wa r d e n and Ka ren's thoughts of legalizing the ir affair 

by marr i a ge , declares that 11 it would not in the end really 

make a whol e h e ll of a lot of difference. 11 37 Warden forgets 

h is gea r wh e n the Army mobilizes, and the narrator says, 

" He d id n o t see how the hell he could have possibly for

gotten tha t. 11 38 Whe n Prewitt is drunk the narrator reveals 

t hat "It t ook a gr e ac.. deal of concentration, and a whole 

he ll of a lot of energy, just to stay up on the tight

rope . . any half-assed fool can do it. 113 9 

The involve d narr a tor does not diminish with Line~ if 

any thing h e b e co1~e s more involved. We are told that "Culp 

was d a mn n ea r irrepre ssible, that was the truth."40 

35 p. 331. 

36 Ete rnity, p. 203. 

37 Jones, Eternity, p. 703. 

38 Jone s, Eternity, p. 758. 

39 Jones, Eternity, p. 775. 

40 Jones, Line, p. 97. 
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Jone s's idiom and colloquial phrasing as well as his 

involvement comes through when he says, "The second time 

[when Fife rejected his commander 's advice] was what tore 

it. 114 1 When a soldier must relieve himself Jones says, "At 

just about five o'clock he had had to take a crap. 11 42 1/Jelsh 

is angry "with a graven , black, bitter hatred of everything 

and everybody in the whole fuckin g gripeassed world. 11 43 A 

bombi ng r a id " scared the living hell out of e v e rybody. 11 44 

The company i s described as a "r2.gged , taggleassed wrath of 

God , locusts a nd adde rs .. 1145 And in an explanation of the 

commander 's t ac tical problem for his nen, the involved nar

ra tor b e comes almost as h a rassed and angry as the conunande r 

h imself : "Stein's problem now as he saw it, his first prob

lem a nyway , wa s the getting of his men from the comparative 

safety of here down that fucking outrageous bareass 

slope . 1146 

In Whistle the building ange r of the involved narrator 

in Line continues. We are told that "Landers stepped down 

41 Line, p. 114. 

42 Line, p. 163. 

4 3 Jones, ~ine, p. 241. 

44 Jones, ~' p. 340. 

45 Jones, Line, p. 448. 

46 Jones, Line , p. 216. 
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a nd went to his booth and sat down with his drink. "Let the 

sons of bitches ask him to make some more speeches .. 11 47 After 

Winc h speaks to Strange we read that" • Winch knew about 

his old me ss/sgt that, some way or other, Johnny Stranger 

had seen the shit hit the fan. 11 48 Jones tells us, "All he 

[Wi n c h] could think of at the moment was how quick he could 

get t h e fuck out of there .. 1149 In describing a telephone 

conv e rsation: "It was Strange, all right .. And he didn't 

f iddl e fuck around. "50 Strange enjoys springtime on maneuvers, 

but the n a rrator tells us, "Not many of the other men see med 

to notice , or to give much of a damn. 11 51 

As Te rry Southern has said , the involved narrator does 

not e me r ge as a distinct character, yet the personality is 

there . The p e rsonality assumes a tone and point of view 

consiste nt with the characters and actions involved and 

s ome how s eems to draw the reader into a vicarious experienc

i ng of the events being narrated. This very techniq ue on 

Jone s's part may share a great part of the credit in con-

t r ibuting to the success of his works. 

47 Jone s, Whistle, p. 169. 

48 Jones, Whistle, p. 205. 

49 Whistle, p. 293. 

50 Jones, Whistle, p. 401. 

51 Jones, Whistle, pp. 429-30. 
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There are several noticeable dissimilarities in Jones's 

s ty l e throughout the trilogy, reflecting in some respects an 

effort on his part to refine or improve some aspects of his 

s t y le and reflecting in other respects a change in style 

c onsistent with the tone and purpose of each novel~ 

In Eter~i~L Jones's technique of running words together 

s t a nds out as a chief characteristic of his phrasing. In a 

de scription of a blues song being played by a soldier on a 

guitar, Jones calls the~ effect 11 moreheartbreaking." Warden 

re f e rs to Prewitt and Maggio as two "verynormal fuckups., 11 

Holme s states that he has a "smoothrunning outfit." Stark 

fee ls anticipation for a night on the town "whole-earth

l ovingly." Streets in San Francisco are described as being 

" rain-water-running rough-brick-cobbled streets. 11 52 

In Line the job facing the soldiers is called "nervous-

making work." An ambush spot is a "sandybottomed dryriver

b e d." Faces are "blackdirty." A malaria attack is a 

"nightrnaredream." A drunk is a "nightanddaylong bacchanal." 

Existence is a "mudhaunted, airraidfearridden routine of 

life. 11 53 In Whistle such phrasing is not in evidence. 

52 Jones, Eternity, pp. 462, 631, 41, 224, 464 

respectively. 

53 Jones, Line, pp. 436, 443, 450, 451, 457, 469 
respectively. 
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In Eternity can also be found Jones's habit of string-

ing adverbs together. Two or more adverbs written together 

are not uncommon nor ungrammatical, but J·ones omits punctua-

tion with unusual effect. Something is said "huskily 

sleepily ," "angrily embarrassedly, 11 or "reluctantly 

strangl e dly. " Sorcieone looks "blandly sympathetically, 11 or 

" triumphantly brilliantly, 11 or "absolutely inarticulately 

f uriously, " or "brimmingly admiringly." Something is done 

"indiffe r ently stolidly."54 

In Line Jones employs strings of adverbs, but in this 

nove l h e also used correct punctuation with them: "Nervously, 

s hakily , Doll l aughed ." 55 In ~l1istle, the correct use of 

a dve rbs continues. 

Despite t he hurriedness of style in Whistle, al.ready 

noted by some critics, Jones seems to have made a conscious 

e ffort to make his style grammatical. Michael S. Lasky 

reports in a 1976 article that 1..Tones feels he has "tightened 

up'' his style in the last few years. 56 While tightening up 

his style might have contributed to the hurried, breathless , 

54 Jones, Eternity, pp. 438, 503, 759, 439, 515, 620, 
622, 577 respectively. 

55 LinE:_, p. 16. 

h. l " . 56 "James Jones Has Come Home to yl i~st_~, Wri _!:er~ 
Di ges t, 56 (October 1976), 26. 
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sketchy quality critics note in Whistl~, it also witnesses 

h i s ability to write grammatical prose when he chooses .. 

Th e effect of the switch from words strung together 

in a n unusual manner to those grarnmatically phrased rnay have 

hur t Jones's style more than helped it. The quality the 

u nusua l phrasing gives his works is the effect of men speak

i n g a nd thinking thoughts under the mental stress from the 

p r es sure s of military existence and combat. The change from 

t hi s s tyle to a grammatical one detracts f rom the impact of 

Whistl~ 's me ssage where men are under pressure as great as 

o r g re a ter than that experienced in Eternity or Line~ This 

cha nge in style may contribute to the belief of some critics 

that Whistle does not measure up in impact to the other two 

nove ls in the trilogy. Frank Trippett says, "the publisher's 

de cision to proclaim Whistl~ the author's masterpiece 

i s a "devaluation of Jones's best work. 

The chief dissimilarity in the three novels is their 

difference in structure and tone. Jones states that "the 

structure of a book grows out of a concept and the plot grows 

out of the structure . 1158 

Richard P. Adams describes the shape of the structure 

of Et ~rnity as an x. One line is the downward progress of 

57 p. 9 8. 

58 25 Lasky, p. · 

II 
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Prewitt from the Bugle Corps to death. The other is an 

upward one of Warden from the ''tyranny" of Holme s to running 

the company himse lf under Ross. The Xis intertwined with 

many subordinate strands such as Prewitt's affair with 

Lo rene and Warden's with Karen. The juncture of the Xis 

the devotion both Prewitt and Warden have for the Army. 59 

The structure of Line is seen by Donald A. Allan as a 

c i rc le. Allan sees Line as a diary of most of the men in 

C-for-Charlie company. The company arrives on Guadalcanal 

at the beginning of the novel scared and despairing. At the 

end of the nove l they are preparing to leave for another 

is l a nd in the same condition. The only thing that has 

changed is their acquisition of combat numbness. 6 0 All will 

be to do over again and again. 

The structure of Whistle is one suggested by the nar

rator in Line. Men from the safety of the shore watch as 

men on the landing craft come under attack from Japanese 

bombers and fighter planes: 

rt was as though, if each man's life in the army 
were looked upon as a graph, beginning at the 
bottom with his induction and rising steadily to 

59 "A s e cond Look at From Here to Eternity," College 
English, 17, No. 4 (January 1956), 205-0G. 

6 0 "The way rt \'Jas," The Reporter, 2 7, No. 7 (October 25, 

1962), 64. 
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this point, then this moment now--or rather the 
moment of the explosion itself, actually--could 
be considered the apex from which the line 
turned downward, back toward the bottom and his 
eventual discharge: his secret goal. Depending 
upon the seriousness of his condition and the 
amount of time required to heal him, his graph 
line would descend part, or all of the way, ~o 
the bottom. Some, the least injured, might 
never even get as far back as New Zealand or 
Australia, and might end their downward course 
at a base hospital in the New Hebrides and from 
there be sent back up again. Others, slightly 
more wounded, might get to New Zealand or 
Australia, but not back to the States, and so 
be sent forward again from there. Still others, 
more serious yet, might get to the States and yet 
not be discharged, so that they might be sent out 
again from there, toward this moving danger point 
of the front, either back this way, or to Europeu 
All of these graph lines would rise again, per
haps to an even higher apex. The dead, of 
course, would find that their graph lines stopped; 
at the apex itself, like those out there under the 
water, or else a little way below it like these 
men dying here.61 

In Whistle, the men have stopped at the point of explo

sion (being wounded in whatever way) and their graph lines 

have descended back toward the point of enlistment until they 

reach the army hospital in Luxor. There the care and reha

bilitation the men receive begin to take them up a slow 

ascent to active duty and more involvement in warfare. The 

line makes slow progress upward since the characters 

encounter so much to impede their progress in the society 

they have returned to. Finally though, at the realization 

61 lJones, Line, p. 46 .. 
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that their graph lines must face the possibility of ending 

suddenly wh e n each returns to active duty, each one- - Winch, 

St range , Prell, even Landers --purposely ends the graph line 

himself, somewh e re between enlistment and discharge from the 

world of the army and war that encompasses him in the trilogy. 

The nove ls take their tone from two sources. The first 

is the purpose of the novel itself, and the second is the 

sexua l atmosphere found within each novel~ In An Armed 

Ame rica. Wayne Char les Miller categorizes World War II novels 

in to three categories. The first category includes Ete:r.:ni ty .. 

This type of novel is written in the World War I tradition 

in the sense that it describes the military system and 

espouses a sense of honor and tradition. Line falls within 

t h e second category where the novels view warfare in realis~c 

terms in that it is brutal but necessary. Whistle falls 

within the third category in that these novels criticize 

Amer ican society.62 Jones has created within his trilogy 

all three types of war novels, as described by Miller, and 

has managed in doing so to create three different attitudes, 

and therefore tones, within the framework of one war~ 

As has bee n stated before, Jones's attitude toward the 

milita ry and war has altered over the course of the trilogy. 

62 An Armed America: Its Face in Fiction: A History of 
the American Military Novel (New York: New York University 
Pre ss, 1970), l)p. 133-59., 
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In Eternity Jones, while seeing the individual's corruption 

by and subjugation to the Army, loves the Army in spite of 

it. He revels in manly relationships and the System that 

fosters and encourages them. He relishes the life-style the 

Army before World War II offers. In Line the brutal realism 

of combat is reported in detailed accuracy; however, warfare 

is necessary. It is not fought in the World War I tradition 

for certain ideals. Welsh understands it is for "Property. 

Prope rty. All for property. . " And he decides that war 

is necessary by telling us, "Well, this was a pretty good 

s i zed chunk of real estate , wasn't it? this island? 11 6 3 In 

Whistle the full bitterness of the human sacrifice comes 

t hrough as Jones blasts the society the men return to. It 

is a world of greed and unreality, of people not appreciating 

the sacrifice made for them nor understanding the bitterness 

of the men who made it. And Whistle is the stopping point, 

the saturation point, for most of the men who can't face 

returning to the hell of war nor remaining in the hell that 

home has become due to war. Jones h as over the course of 

the three novels altered his tone and attitude from that of 

eager acceptance in Eternity, to dawning reality and anger in 

Line, to greater anger and ultimate rejection in Whistle. 

63 Jone s, Line, p. 494. 
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The sexual atmosphere of the three novels reflects not 

only the tone of the times in which the narrative takes pl a c e 

but als o the tone of the time s in which the novels we re 

actua lly writte n. Jones uses four-letter words freely in 

Et e rn~t y even whil e recognizing the reluctance of the public 

the n t o acce pt the langua ge. Burroughs Mitche ll recalls: 

I said to Jim in a letter that he had written 
a great book--something that I've not said to any 
other write r. We did a certain amount of trimming 
of the manuscript and clarifying here and there, 
but the big job didn't come until the lawyers had 
read the galle ys. Re member, at that time Mailer 
had found it n e c e ss a ry to use the word fug in 
The Nake d and the De ad. The lawyers argue d, 
reas ona bly enough, that the great number of fucks 
and shits, while perhaps not actionable, would 
weary and prejudice a judge and a jury. So we 
were given an arbitrary number to cut out, along 
with some other details. 

It was very hard work; Jim's ear was so exact 
that you couldn't easily remove a word from the 
dialogue or substitute for it. a • Finally I 
reported to Mr. Scribner that we had cut all the 
fucks we could cut, although not the lawyers' full 
quota, and Mr. Scribner che erfully accepted the 
situa tion.64 

Ye t, despite his insistence upon accurate language, Jones 

r e ali z ed the public was not then ready for explicit sex. Nor, 

pe rha ps, was he ready yet to supply ite As stated before, 

Eternity is a romantic novel, full of honor and tradition. 

The atmosphere of the novel and the atmosphere of the early 

64 Morris, A Friendshi£, pp. 65-66. 
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1 95 0 1 s in wh i ch it was written would not allow for explicit 

s ex. Th e r efo re , we read scenes such as the one where Ka ren 

and Warden fir s t ma k e love: 

"Oka y," Warde n saido He returned the kiss, 
f e eling hungrily under his hands the lon g t win 
muscles a long h e r spine runn ing from the tiny 
waist up to the widene s s of the s houlde rs, fe e l
ing the s e arching softness of her lips against 
him, f ee ling the twin pressures of her bre asts 
aga inst him, and thinking of the childlike 
radiance that had been in her face that was so 
dif fe r e nt f rom the sophistica ted h a rdness that 
she had worn on it in the kitche n, and wonder
ing what is this anyway? what the hell have you 
gotte n into, Milton, you and your woman's 
intuition? 

"Come he r e , 11 he said, hoarsely, gently. "Come 
here , little baby. Come here to me .. 11 

The great ge ntlene ss that was in him, that h e 
was always wanting to bring forward but neve r 
could, rose up in him now like a flood, blindingly, 

"Oh," Karen said. 11 I never knew it could b e 
like this." 

Outside the rain thrummed ceaselessly and 
cascaded c e asele ssly from the roof, and in the 
street the sound of the stiff brooms of after
noon Fatigue grated soothingly, above the rain~65 

We r ead the same type of description, perhaps even more 

r oman tic i zed, when Prewitt and Lorene are together sexually 

f or t h e first time : 

rt was, he thought, like water which, when damme d, 
cre ate s a pressure, a pressure of power that will 
pour out flooding, from an~ little c~annel it can 
find, from any little opening, floo~ing forth 
roaring with a long dammed slowly risen energy of 

65 Jone s, Eternity, p. 126. 
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pressure that ob literates the earths and moons 
and star s and suns, subsiding finally into a 
ridiculous little trickle that will not e ven 
roll a pebble , a nd y ou wonde r fooli s hly how 
this thin t rick l e e v e r could have g e n e rated 
P?we r and maybe i t was all in your own imagina
tion a nd your e yelids did not really crumble 
awa y the f irmament into the one single Sun, the 
one undying Principle. That, he thought, was 
wha t its like~66 

No women appear in Line. Bell is the only known char

a c ter who thinks about a woman, and at that she is his wife~ 

However, the noticeable thing about his thoughts is that all 

of t h ese thoughts are sexual and explicit: 

Ile only knew, could only think one thing. That 
was to keep going. He had to keep going . If 
he ever wanted to get back home again to his 
wife Marty, if h e ever wanted to see her again, 
kiss her, put hims elf betwee n her breasts, 
betwe en he r legs, fondle, caress, and touch her, 
he had to keep going.67 

The harsh, brutal r e alism of war brings forth realism 

e l sewhe re, and sex is no exception. Jones could not have 

veile d sexu a l refere nces and r e main true to the spirit of 

t he nove l which insists upon realism. Bell's thoughts also 

seem n a tural whe re men without women have a good many lust

f ul thoughts about women--whethe r they are wi ves or sweet

hearts. Line , written in the early sixties, had an audience 

66 Jone s, Eternity, p. 250. 

67 Jones, Line, p. 227e 
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a good deal more sophisticated to sexual realism and an era 

of social change which contributed to the public's acceptance 

of more explicit sex. 

In Whistle the sexual explicitness reaches the point of 

"porn magazines of today. 11 68 A milder example follows here: 

"I don't know," Winch said, "it didn't seem 
importante Because they're new, I guess," he 
added. They were sitting on the sheets, some
where along the bed's edge. Arlette rolled 
over into it. She positioned herself firmly in 
the middle of it, opening wide her legs, as if 
ready and preparing to receive an actively 
violent , murderous assault. Winch accomP.1odated 
her. He drove his cock, and redrove it, into 
her with all hate and fury and anger and rage, 
and outrage , that had been accumulating in him 
a long time. This did not disturb her a bit. 
It seemed only to make her happier. "Oh God, I 
love to fuck" she said from under him in a clear 
voice . Winch however did not last long. Eleven 
months of denial were too much for him. Then it 
seeme d he went blind and that his eardrums blew 
out. Arlette, though, was not upset. She seemed 
to under s tand, and patted his shoulder. "That's 
all right, that's all right, we've got plenty of 
time," she said soothingly.69 

Jones continues his explicit sexual style by including 

vivid descriptions of coitus, cunnilingus, and felatio~ 7 0 

His sexually explicit style in Whistle reflects his 

68 Trippett, p. 98. 

69 Jones, Whistle, p. 81. 

70 Jones, Whistle, pp. 180, 185 and 280 may be seen for ---
documentation. 
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criticism of the war society, a society which included a 

mora l as well as economic revolution for women. The women 

in Whis tle are seen almost entirely in sexual roles. The 

s e xua l fre e dom of the wome n disturbs Strange more than it 

distu rbs any other character. The new moral code to which 

Strange tries to adapt becomes almost an obsession with him 

which, in the face of other concerns, seems ludicrous. 

Fin a lly , whe n his wife confesses that she loves another man 

for the very reason of tha t man's acceptance of the new 

sexual rol e s, Strange de cides that he will have to accept 

t h e n e w sexual attitudes, also. Strange's reaction to his 

sexu a l e ncounters reflects Jones's reaction to the new 

s ocie ty. Strange takes advantage of the situation, as do 

the othe r me n, but he never truly seems comfortable. The 

new socie ty and its effects on the characters is explored 

further in Chapter III. In Jones's "pornographic" style is 

also seen a reflection of the permissive society of the 

1970's whe n the novel was written. 

Jones's stylistic contributions are two-fold. His first 

contr ibution is in his use of four-letter words. In itself, 

this us e is not laudable, but the effect it achieves in 

worthwhile literature is. · Willie Morris sums up Jones's 

achievement in this respect: 

By his hard-earned craftsma~ship h~ had enlarged 
the limits of the language in America as perhaps 
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no other writer of his time had done. Irwin 
Shaw later wrote: "[His work] came from a 
group of men who spoke plainly, wi thou t euphe
misms , using words about death and sex and 
cowardice and chicanery and despair that before 
Jones had rarely been on the printed page in 
this country. From the stink of the battlefield 
and the barracks came a bracing, clear wind of 
truth. To use a military term, he walked point 
for his compa ny . 11 71 

Jones 's second achievement is his contribution to black 

humor , a trend which has resulted in recent fiction in novels 

of the abs u rd. Black humor is a form of comic relief that 

reflects the view of the observer of a tragic situation, the 

vi ew of one who has passed through and beyond fear, hurt, 

and d espai r to a place where he can see the inanity of the 

tragedy . Black humor takes as its subject "the most tragic 

exper i e nces of human existence. " It become s, the n, 

for the war nove list "a means of coping with the horror of 

war. u72 Black humor emphasizes the absurdity of a 

situation while at the same time relieving the agony. Jones 

believes that humor is the safety valve and saving factor of 

the "lower class." In the soldier, humor is reflecte d in 

71 11 A Friendship: Remembering James Jones," ·rhe Atlantic 
Monthly, 241, No. 6 (June 1978), 49. 

72 Peter Aichinger, The American Soldier in Fiction, 
1880-1963: A History of Attitudes Toward Warfare and the 
Military Estabi i shm~n t (Ames , Iowa: Iowa State Univers ity 
Press, 1-975), p. 96. 
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his interest in and preoccupation with the absurdities and 

pr ivile ge all around himo73 

In Ete rn~ty Jones employs ironic humor and at the same 

t i me p o ke s fun at himself when Prewitt conside rs the problem 

o f pros titute s wanting to mother a man: 

Two whores who fin a lly found some thing to mother. 
A guy could write a book about it, he thought 
bitterly, call it From Hair to Maternity.74 

And when t h e base is being attacked by the Japanese, we see 

a g l eeful d e scription of the men's efforts to reta liate: 

Straight across from Warden on the roof of 
the Headquar t e rs Building there were only two 
me n up. One of them he recognized as M/Sgt Big 
John Deterling, the enlisted football coach. 
Big John h a d a .30 calibe r wate r-cooled with 
no tripod, holding it cradled in his left arm 
and firing it with his right. When he fir e d 
a burst, the recoil staggered him all over the 
roof. 

The winking noseguns of the incoming planes 
cut two foot-wide swathes raising dust across 
the quad and up the wall and over the D Co roof 
like a wagon road through a pasture. Warde n 
couldnt fire at them from laughing at Big John 
Deterling on the Headquarters roof. This time 
Big John came ve ry near to falling down and 
spraying the roof. The other man up over there 
had wis e ly put the chimney between him and Big 
John instead of between him and the planes. 

"~ook at that son of a bitch," Warden said, 
h · 75 when he could stop laug ing. 

73 WWII, p. 72. 

74 Eternity, p. 691. 
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In Eternity Jones's humor is not as heavily barbed as 

in Line , ,vhere his humor moves from mere irony to the gro

tesque and ridiculous, just as the men move from the relative 

sa f ety of service in Hawaii to death consta ntly staring them 

in the face on Guadalcanal. Black humor h e lps to relieve 

the horror of battle and enables Jones to move toward sug

ges tions of alternatives.76 

The characters in Line border on the absurd by reveal-

ing the ir thoughts on war. Captain Stein sees war as part 

of a gre at conspiracy of history. Welsh is baffled by the 

powe r of any government to make him be there o Bell chants 

an irrational song to forget the terror and monotony of 

war.7 7 Doll and Witt have an insane contest between them 

and volunteer for suicide missions, each trying to best the 

other. 

The actions and reactions of the men in certain situa-

tions also r eflect absurd humor. When a group of men go 

into the jungle upon first arriving on the island, they 

h appe n across a n abandoned Japanese camp and a mass grave 

of Japanese dead. One man finds a sword, a nd another, a 

helme t as souvenirs. A third, not to be outdone, catches 

hold of the leg of a dead soldier and, by almost superhuman 

76 Aichinger, p. 97. 

77 Aichinger, pp. 85-102. 
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strength, exhumes the whole body. At the same instant an 

odor so noxious it is unbearable is also released, and the 

me n tumb l e over one another as they run back to camp, laugh

ing a nd gasping at so ridiculous an experience and its 

conse quences. 

Later, during a battle, the company suddenly discovers 

a body. It is not one of theirs but obviously one left over 

from a battle several days before. The corpse puts a sudden 

damper on their spirits, and they irrationally resent its 

being there. They make so much commotion that two disgusted 

medics come and take the body away. Even the rescue is 

ab s u rd. The body is frozen in a sitting position and will 

not stay on the stretcher. The medics finally use one arm 

and leg as handles and carry it off. 

At another time Corporal Bead goes to relieve himself 

and while his pants are down is attacked by a crazed Japa

nese. One thought he has is that his behind is still dirty 

while he has to stand and fight, and he hopes he does not 

die in such a ridiculous situation. The situation becomes 

even more ludicrous when he is knocked backward into his 

own feces and then grapples hand to hand with the enemy. 

Bead botche s almost every effort to kill the man, and only 

after stabbing, clawing, punching, and biting him does he 

succeed in killing the Japanese by smashing his head to a 

pulp with a rifle butt. · Bead is so ashamed of the incident 
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he tries to avoid telling anyone, but when his scrapped 

knuck l es a nd scratches are noticed he tells them he killed 

a Japanese. The others are incredulous and have a look for 

themselves. The final irony is their looks of awe and 

respec t at the mutilation of the body, which they believe 

resu l ted from rage rather than a fearful, botchy jobe 

All these examples of black humor create for the reader 

and h elp him to understand the sense of grotesqueness and 

irrationa lity, terror and unreality that the soldier experi

ences a nd that the ex-military man wants to read in war 

nove ls to explain the depression that follows the artificial 

stimulus of danger . 78 

In Whistle the elements of the absurd serve to high

light the me ntal anguish Winch is going through and in the 

e nd h e lp to illustrate how far he has slipped mentally. 

Winch views the Wurlitzers in the PX as symbols of the 

plastic world of the future, one which he hates. One night 

h e craftily sneaks up to the PX and rolls two stolen hand 

grenades through the window and under the juke boxes. Both 

the ivurlitzer s and the entire PX are blown to pieces. Winch 

is caught giggling hysterically in the bushes and is taken 

to the me ntal ward. 

78 Aichinger, p. 105. 
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Another instance of Winch's approaching insanity takes 

place at a restaurant on a dateQ The place is a quiet 

family-style restaurant at a respectable hote l. Winch is 

bothered by stomach trouble as well as insanity, and the 

combination proves too much. During dinner Winch ''leaned 

forward slightly and let loose this enormous loud rippling 

fart which reverberated from the walls of the restaurant."79 

Winch may not have been able to control his physical and 

mental disorders, but one gets the impression that he is 

making as obvious a poke at society here as he does when he 

blows up the PX. 

Novels of the absurd are missing in earlier World War II 

and Korean war literature. Jones's utilization of black 

humor adds to America's contribution to a worldwide movement 

in war literature which sees novels of the absurd appearing 

in more recent fiction. And, besides this major contribution 

in humor, Jones's humor serves another purpose. For readers 

not offe nded by crudity in hrnnor, it is laughable. 

Jone s's style -fits the intent of his trilogy. Through 

it we see a writer completely in accord with his subject 

through the elements of language, atmosphere, structure, and 

message. He gives to the reader an unvarnished, unglamorous 

side of human existence that somehow becomes real, or 

79 Jones Whistle, p. 448. I----
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seemingly real, even to persons who have not experienced it 

firstha nd~ For those who have, Jones tells us, "One day one 

of the ir number would write a book about all this, but none 

of the m would believe it, because none of them would 

reme mbe r it that way ~"SO It is yet to be seen that a common 

s oldi e r refutes what Jones says on the war experience. He 

i s the ir true spokesman because he was one of them and 

lived the experiences about which he writes. The experi

ences ring true; and the subjects of that truth, war and 

soldiering, reject glamorizing by their very natures. To 

imag ine the s e stories told in any other way is difficult. 

Some how they would not b e what they are--probably the best 

expr ess ion of the World War II experience in soldering yet 

produce d. 

80 p. 495. 



CHAPTER III 

THEMES 

Throughout Jonesis trilogy can be seen the gradual 

evolution from his first concept of war and its relation to 

mankind to the final, altered concept at which Jones arrives. 

The many elements that compose the themes of the novels are 

clos e ly interwoven to form a chain of attitude s begun in 

Etern i ty , forged in Liner. and tested in Whistle. The several 

links o f the chain are made up of Jones's attitudes on indi

vidualism, the Army as an institution, combat, and society 

in gene ral. These ideas may be traced through Jones's 

theo ry of the Evolut.ion of a Soldier. 

The first Phase ~the Evolution of a Soldier occurs in 

Ete rnity. In this phase of becoming a soldier a man must 

learn to love war and killing. His free-thinking stops, and 

he b ecomes a number. He undergoes personal, dedicated har-

rassments. He lives in herds and has no privacy. He is 

laughed at, insulted, upbraidbd, ridiculed, and fed like ''a 

pig at a trough." He has no recourse or rights. This in

doctrination's sole purpose is to teach each individual that 
_..... 

h e ''is a nameless piece of expendable materiel of a grateful 

governme nt and its ideals of freedom just as surely as any 

76 
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artillery shell, mortar round, or rifle bullet." When the 

g r o s s priv ileges accorded sadistic sergeants are added, the 

end r e sul t is the beginning of a soldier so bitter he would 

g l ad l y take on the Jap and Nazi together. 1 

The theme of individualism and the attempt by society 

t o kill the individual instinct has been explored to some 

extent in Chapter I through the analysis of the characters 

of Pr e witt and Warden. Prewitt, in attempting to maintain 

hi s individuality, becomes a victim of the Treatment which 

is de s igned to make him conform. Warden attempts to maintain 

hi s individuality by defying the middle-class pressures to 

ma r r y and become an officer. Warden wins his fight for 

i ndividuality, at least temporarily, and is left with the 

two thing s he ultimately longs for: command of the Company 

and war. He has already successfully accomplished the First 

Ste p. Prewitt, through the Stockade which is part of the 

Sy s t e m, has learned to kill; he kills Fatso Judson, who has 

sadistically killed a soldier Prewitt loves. Prewitt, how

eve r, ultimately rejects the killer instinct and the System, 

thus ma king the ultimate statement of individuality. He 

l ea rn e d this lesson also in the Stockage from the rebel 

Jack Malloy who tells Prewitt: 11 Every man has the ri9ht to 

1 J WWII (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, Jame s ones, . -
1975), p .. 31. 
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ki ll himse lf. • It's the only absolutely inviolable right 

a man does h a ve . . the old Anglo-Saxon idea of 'freedom' 

came f rorrt tha t. 112 Prewitt in essence does "kill himself 11 

by allowing MP gunfire to kill him rather than being taken 

pr i s one r as a des e rter. 

Through the character of Malloy as well as through the 

c h a racte rs of Prewitt and Warden, Jones makes a statement 

about socie ty. Malloy spe aks of a time in America before 

t h e Wobblie s were defeate d, when Buck Jones was the chil

d r e n' s idol, when movies were not commercialized, and when 

draf t ees were not in Hawa ii: ''[O]ne has the sense that the 

good wo r l d, the world if innoce nts, has just passed away." 

The p h rase "They are a vanishing race" recurs like a theme~3 

J o nes see s a world, just before World War II, of disillu

s ione d p e o p l e who have gone through a depression and are 

obs e rving the rise of tyranny throughout most of the world 

a s we ll a s witne ssing class struggles in their own society. 

For Jon e s, as well as for the characters in Eternity, the 

Army s ymbolizes life as a whole. The soldier has no rights. 

2 Jame s Jone s, Fron Here to Eternity (New York: Charles 
Scribne r' s Sons, 1951), p. 585. 

3 Leslie A. Fiedler, "Dead-End Werther: The Bum as 
Ame ric a n culture Hero," An End to Innocence (Boston: The 
Beacon Press, 1955), p. 186. 
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His society, like everyone else's society, represses the 

individual .4 

In Eternity, the women characters represent two aspects 

of society's attitude toward the soldier. Karen Holmes, 

representing the middle-class attitude within the Army it

self , feels that only the officer class is proper and 

acceptable , that the enlisted man is without question the 

undes irable lower class. She wants to marry Warden, but 

only if h e will become an officer to prove his worthiness 

of her. Alma (Lorene ) represents the civilian attitude 

toward Army men. She claims to love Prewitt, yet he, being 

a soldier , is not goog enough to marry her. The irony is 

that the se attitudes come from wome n who represent stock 

female charac ters: the unfaithful wife and the good-hearted 

prostitu te. s It is significant that neither Karen nor Alma 

gets what she wants. Warden tells Karen he will not become 

an officer and, therefore, will not marry her; Prewitt 

l eav e s Alma's haven from desertion to return to his Company, 

despite her t earful pleas and declaration that she will 

marry him. The women's rejection at the hands of these two 

individua lists is representative o f Jones's rejection of 

4 Char l es I. Glicksberg , "Racial Attitudes in From Here 
to Eternity," Phylon, 14, No. 4 (1953), 387. 

5 Michaels. Lasky, "James Jones Has Come Home to 
Whistle," writers Digest, 56 (October 1976), 52. 
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the r e pre ssive aspect of society, both within and without 

the Ar my . 

The military institution itself appears as an estab li s h

ment which centralizes power by exploiting fear at every 

leve l. 6 Glicksberg points out that ''James Jones utilizes 

the Army as the symbol of an abstract, dehumanized, soul

crushin g institution which subjugates the individual by 

i:r:1pos ing f e ar of authority."7 It is also a corrupt 

i n st i t ution. 

G Company is run by the "jocks," like O'Hayer the 
gambl e r, while Milt Warden tries to ma ke it an 
efficient military unit. . . It is a corrup t 
comp a ny, all right. Hende rson, Dhom, and Bloom 
are all "fugitives from straight duty." The 
kitchen is a mess; the supply departme nt, under 
O'Haye r, is actually run by Niccolo Leva; and 
there is the great comic portrait of Ike 
Galovitch--"platoon guide am I of dis platoon"-
who also gives Pre witt the "lowdown setup" on 
his duties. Moving up the military hierarchy, 
we come to the portrait of young Lieutenant Cul
pepper, a true West Pointer, "son of Brigadier 
Culpe p per, grandson of Lt. Gene r al Culpeppe r, 
"who has to stay in shape for his eighteen holes 
and the big party at the officer's club that 
night~" There .i s the scene b e ~ween Colonel Del
bert himself who, "whe n he srnled he was really, 
truly almost fathe rly," and the anxiety ridden 
captain Holmes, who sees his majorit~ glimme ri~g 
before him- - if he can come through with Bloom in 
the middleweight class, if he can force Pre witt 
to box--in the struggle for place among these 

6 Chester E. Eisinger, Fiction of the .Forties (Chicago: 
Unive r s ity of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 42. 

7 "Racial Attitudes," 384. 
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officers and gentlemen. Colonel Delbert asks 
how Miss I<~aren is feeling, after inviting Holmes 
to another stag party with "nothing but rank 
there "-- sex and power .. Holmes reflec ts that h e 
doesn 't want his wife to sleep with Delbert, or 
anything like that, but just to be nice to himc 8 

Just as the world is succumbing to fear-control by the 

spread of Nazi.ism , Communism, Fascism, and Japanes e Imperia l

ism, so is the Army succumbing as the United States is drawn 

into the global conflict. War is the inevitable result of a 

society that operates on conformity through fear pressure, 

with "suc cess" or "victory" of the majority the presumable 

goal. Certainly wa r is the ultimate goa l of an army, else 

why doe s it exis t at all? But for Jone ~ society as a whole , 

symboli zed b y the Army, expects war as part of its e x iste nc e., 

For Jones it is not the trained soldier who alone becomes 

capa ble of viole nce and doing harm to his fellow man. All 

of ma nkind is c apable of cruelty, and society has reached 

. . t, t t . · 9 t h e state where individualism is a nrea o its existence . 

The capability for violence within all of us is one of 

Jones ' s c hi e f concerns: 

Whe n a governme nt has so much importance and 
power in the live s of me n, it takes only one 

8 Maxwe ll Ge i srnar , Ame_r i can Moderns: From Rebellion to 
Con ~orrnity (New York: Hill and Wang, 1968), pp .. 227-28. 

9 J·ohn R. Hopkins , Jame s Jones: A Checklist (Detroit: 
Gale Research Co., 1974), p. 18. 
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little thing to turn it backward to a previously 
unimagined barbarisme The terrifying thing is 
that it can happen any time in any country . in 
the guise of morality~ 10 

Witness the existence of the Stockade which Leslie Fiedler 

h as call e d "our home-grown 'concentration camp .. ' 11 1 1 Jones 

says at another time: 

[I)n all of us is this animal portion, or I would 
say huma n portion of us, which is not at all 
adverse to inflicting cruelty on othe rsc ~his 
can be quite enjoyable at times. . A war 
often gives us an opportunity to do this with-
out . • getting a bacl social name . . or 
going to jail, or getting electrocuted. 12 

Wa r is a manifestation of mankind's desire to eliminate indi

vidua lity within its members for the sake of its existence as 

a whole. The paradox is that by waging war each nation as an 

individual whole is exercising the very characteristic of 

individuality which it seeks to destroy among its separate 

members. 

A further paradox in Eternity is that, despite his view 

of the Army, Jones 

10 David Butwin, ed.,, "The Cognoscenti Abroa.d-:-II: James 
Jones 's Paris ," Saturday Review, 52 (February 1, 1969), 36. 

11 p. 186. 

12 Hopkins, Pc 13. 
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appears to love the army, and he makes Prewitt 
and Warden love it. And they love it at their 
ovm level as professional army men .. e •• Jones 
glorifies the men who live this life and who 
joyously welcome combat with the Japanese. The 
paradox of the novel is the paradox of maximum 
freedom for individualistic expression of funda
mental maleness within the framework of iron 
limitation and discipline imposed by the arrny6 
Jones seems to want it both ways .... 13 

Hating and loving the Army simultaneously is Jones's solution 

for the dilemma with which he is faced when writing Eternity., 

In that novel he has only begun to face and explore his world 

conce pt. He therefore arr ives at a solution where one pro-

tagonist (Prewitt ) solves his inability to accept the world 

as it is by leaving it. The other protagonist (Warden) 

remains, believing that he has found the way to live within 

the world as it is .. Warden conforms in a way, but it is his 

way, and for the time being it satisfies his needs. 

In Eternity Jones begins to see a society that, largely 

because of war, begins to pull itself out of the Depression. 

Escaping the Depression is the aim of many of the enlisted 

men in Eter~1i ty , but what it has cost them as individuals is 

a high price. It is also a high price for civilians. The 

speeded-up production of technology, employed to boost the 

war effort, first comes to our attention in Eternity. A 

view of the boosted war effort is seen ironically in the 

13 · · 43 4 Eisinger, pp. - . 
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soldie rs' visits to brothels. The scenes become parodies of 

"the American capacity for 'production'. . The New Con-

g r e ss Hotel is 'like a defe nse plant assembly line in full 

s wing. '"14 Soldiers are lined up down the halls and pay 

$ 2 .50 for three minutes with the woman of their choicee 

P r ewitt at one time wants to see Alma , and she distractedly 

works him in between other customers. While Alma lies nude 

on the b e d urging him to hurry because time is running out, 

Prewitt f inds his desire gone and he is unable to perform. 

Th a t the situation is emasculating is a further indication 

of Jon e s's attitude on the subject. Prewitt is not the only 

s oldi e r aware of the assembly line aspects of liaisons with 

these women. "'Am I a good lay?' asks Maureen, the hustler. 

'Good ,' say Maylon Stark, 'but mechanical, 11115 This commen

tary on Ame rican technology , as well as on other aspects of 

Ame rican life, continues in Line and Whistle. 

A further extension of society's part in a soldier 's 

role is the soldier's realization that the re is no escape; 

h e f a ces a stigma if he does not serve in war, and he real-

. · 1 to run anyPay 16 In an interview ·with iz e s the r e is no pace \ · 

14 Geismar , p. 230. 

15 Jones, Eternity, p. 230. ----
16 Jon e s, WWI~ , P· 31. 
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Ge orge Plimpton, Jones e x amines the social pressure of a 

stigma: 

There's so ma ny young guys .... young Americans 
a~d, yes, young men everywhere- -a whole genera
tion of pe o p le younger than me who h a ve grown 
up feeling inade quate as men because they 
have n't b een abl e to fight in a war and find 
out whethe r the y a re brave or not. Be cause it 
is an effort to prove this bravery that we 
fight--in wars or in bars--whereas if a man were 
truly brave he wouldn't have to be always prov
ing it to himself. So therefore I am forc e d to 
consider bra very suspe ct, and ridiculous, and 
dange rous. • As a matter of fact, I am at 
the moment trying to write a novel, a combat 
novel, which, in addition to being a work which 
tell s the truth about \-J ar fare as I saw it, 
would free all the s e young men from the horse
shit which h a s been engr a ined in the m by rny 
gene ration .. I don't think that combat has ever 
bee n writte n about truthfully; it h a s always 
bee n d e scribe d in t e rms of bravery and cowardice. 
I ·won't even ac c ep t the s e words a s terms of 
human r e f e r e nc e anymore . And anyway, hell, they 
don't eve n apply to wha t, in actual fact, modern 
warfare, has become .17 

Jon e s wi s h e s t o revea l the truth about the war experience. 

Thi s r e v e lati on involves Phase Two in the Evolution of a 

Sold i e r- - combat itself. The true aspects of warfare, Phase 

Two i n a soldie r's evolution, begin to be explored from the 

outse t in Line, the second novel of the trilogy. As the 

troop s hi p a r rive s at Gua dalca nal, the men begin t6 doubt 

the i r ability to survive and to question their own bravery 

17 Ge orge Plimpton, ed .. , Write rs at Work: The Paris Re
vie w I n t e r v iews , Third Serie s (New York: Viking Press-, 1967), 

p p . 2 4 7 - 4 8 . 
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under fire. As word passes that a probable attack will come 

with the landings, the men become more fearful and edgy. 

The beginnings of the self-centered survival instinct begin 

to be s een here, too, as they curse their Company's position 

for departure. Their concern is for their own safety and 

the safety of their buddies. The coMpanies before or after 

them in debarkation do not matter. 

A second part of the combat experience is the recogni

tion that veterans are "different," that they have passed 

into a realm the unexperienced have not seen, and the un

tested infantryman's curiosity is aroused.1 8 Jones presents 

this step in Line just as C-for-Charlie Company lands on 

Guadalcanal. Trudging inland to bivouac, the company passes 

experienced troops heading for the beach and evacuation. 

The men they see are filthy, unshaven, steely-eyed char

acters who look at the green arrivals with grim speculation 

and little humor. C-for-Charlie realizes that these men 

have been fighting the enemy for weeks and that they have 

seen and done things that the new arrivals can only guess at. 

At the end of the novel, as what is left of C-for-Charlie 

moves out toward the beach to be evacuated, they are passed 

by incoming green units. As these scared, round-eyed young 

men tramp past them, C-for-Charlie looks back at them in the 

18 Jones vfWII, p. 36 .. 
1 --··-· 
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same way the earlier veterans had looked at them before 

their plunge into combat. The near awe and the admiration 

for the men who have seen that unknown are in the green 

soldiers' eyes. They almost look forward to the gleaning 

of that special knowledge of which they will then be a 

part--no longer unknowing, no longer outside. 

The most crucial step in combat is the actual baptism 

o f fire, the experiencing of actual fighting.19 Here in 

Phase Two the theme of individualism is altered, as combat 

alters all me n. Edmond Volpe writes that 

Perhaps for rny generation this vision of anony
mity was the great traumae ..• [W]e were not 
prepared to be swallowed up and lost in the 
massive organization of the army .. It is this 
vision that has preoccupied two of the most 
talente d fiction writers of the World War II 
generation--James Jones and Norman Mailer. 
Jones is essentially a realist. • Jones's 
first novel describes the heroic struggle of an 
individualist to retain his integrity, but his 
later work contains no hero: The individual has 
been absorbed into the organization.20 

World War II was incapable of becoming as personal an 

experience as was World War. I because standard military 

19 lTones, VJWII, p. 39. 

20 Edmond L. Volpe, "James Jones--Norrnan Mailer," in 
contemporary American Noveli~ts~ ed .. Harrf T. Moore (Carbon
dal e , Illinois: southern Illinois University Press, 1964; 
rpt. 1966), pp. 106-07. 
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procedures obscured the individual. All GI's see m alike~21 

The authors of World War II novels who must deal with the 

lack of individuality in the war machine h ave a fundame ntal 

dile~na to work out. A novel that lacks a hero or heroic 

ac tion tends to be mediocre and incohesive, yet traditional 

patterns of h eroic conduct usually end in meaningless 

d es truction. It is significant that Jones, as well as other 

American authors, tries to work out this conflict between 

nutive pragmatism and the heroic tradition.22 Jones works 

this prob l em out by creating as a protagonist a single com

pany , made e ven more relevant to the reader who recognizes 

certain charac t e rs within the Company as those who h ave been 

known b e fore in Eternity, namely Welsh as Warden, Witt as 

Pre witt, and Storm as Stark. 

As protagonist "the company encoP.1passes the individuals 

that make it up. It is an abstract unit with a table or 

o rganizat ion designating a variety of positions which human 

beings fill."23 Not any one soldier assumes the central 

position that the company as a unit assuP.1es. 

21 Peter Aichinger, '.!he ~erican Soldier in Fiction, 
1880-1963: A History of A1:titudes Towar _d 1i·va rfare and the 
ilitary Establishr~ (Ames , Iowa : Iowa State University 

Press , i 9 7 5) , p. 6 4. 

2 2 Aichinger, p. 65. 

23 Volpe , p. 110. 
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Jones employs several techniques to emphasize the 

insignificance of the individual soldier in the modern war 

machine: 

He permits the reader to become a partisan rooter 
for the fighting unit. Then, he widens the angle 
of vision to make the reader aware of companies 
on each flank of C Company also encountering 
severe handships and fierce battles with the 
enemy. When C-for-Charlie reaches Boola Boola 
village, its final objective in the campaign, 
the effect of this dramatic climax is deliberately 
deadened: another company has already occupied the 
village and the fighting is about overo The over
enthusiastic C Cor1pany cornr1ander is relieved from 
his command because he had acted independently 
rather than as a unit in the organization. 
By shifting from character to character, he 
gradually creates the impression that the indi
vidual is not only of little importance within 
the organization but he is of little importance 
to anyone but himself. . . As the fighting 
continues, the dead bodies of thei~ fellow soldiers 
no longer really bother them •..• The starving 
Japanese prisoners are treated inhumanly, but 
only because the combat situation has revealed to 
their captors the insignificance of the individ
ual human life .... The ultimate insignificance 
of individual man is conveyed at the end of the 
novel. The campaign for Guadalcanal had ended 
and C-for-Charlie Company begins training for the 
coming attack on New Georgia. The great battle 
is reduced to one of a series of battles. Most 
of the men who made up the company are dead or 
dispersed .•.• The individual men may live or 
die, come or go, but the abstraction C-for-Charlie 
Company remains.2 4 

24 Volpe, pp. 110-12. 
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Wayne Miller has stated that man in the wa rtime army 

di scover s the truth about his culture ~25 Pe ter Aichinge r 

agree s a nd adds tha t the protagonist in war examine s his 

idea ls a nd values for the first time and then adopts an atti

t ude that will l e t him go on examining them. This l e ads the 

protago n i s t to a re a lization tha t life is fundame n t a1. 26 

This r e alization presents somewhat of a paradox in Jones's 

me ssage within the trilogy. War is the least desirable 

s itua tio n soci e ty can impose upon man, yet the protagonist 

(in the c a se of Line , the Company) choose s to do his utmo s t 

to survive. In ~t er~~t_y the author appears to be divided in 

hi s attitude towa rd what choice the protagonist should make. 

He s olve s the problem there by having one protagonist opt 

for ex i s t e nc e within the Army system and, therefore, life, 

whi le the other opts for de ath and freedom from socie ty's 

strictures . In Line the protagonist (Company) opts for its 

colle ctive life through each individual's options for life. 

Storm r e fus e s to fight any longer and keeps himself rela

tive ly safe in his kitchens beh i nd the lines. Welsh, through 

keeping to himself and relying on no one else, gets through 

alive but ill. Stein is relieved to be sent back horne . He 

25 An Ar me d Ame rican: Its Face in Fiction: A Histor y of 
the Ame ric a n Mil i tarytJove l (New York: New York Unlve rsi ty 
Pres s,-I970)~P. 11-3. 

26 pp. 92-3. 
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accepts the deal offered to him to cover up Tall's mistake 

in strategy which costs numerous lives. The reason for their 

acceptance is not as important as the acceptance of life it

self.27 The issue has become not one of honor but of 

. l 28 surviva. 

At issue too is the deve loping theme of the "gradual 

disintegration of the knightly code of the old peacetime 

army under the pressure of a kind of warfare requiring for 

survival a radically altered mode of existence .. " The values 

of what fighting men share because of mutual experiences-

"personal integrity and manly independe nce, pride in service 

and the absolute importance of never letting a buddy down''-

h ave been debilitated and deranged by the kind of prolonged 

combat as is found in Line. 29 

The military institution itself has succumbed to the 

Age of the Masses. Fewer and fewer individual soldiers are 

known at all. Larger and larger groups are named for their 

generals or generals get fame through their men. 30 A sense 

27 Aichinger, p. 92. 

28 John w. Aldridge, "The Last Jar.1es Jones, 11 The New 
York Times Book Review, 83, No. 10 (March 5, 1978), 31. 

2 9 John w. Aldridge, "The Last James Jones, 11 'The New 
York Times Book Re~iew, 83, No. 10 (March 5, 1978), 30. 

30 Jones, WVHI, p. 61~ 
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of displacement and increasing insignificance befuddles the 

soldier and general alike as the war grows in scope and 

d e pth around him. There is a huge size to everything. The 

number involved, tonnage required to supply them, shipping 

required to move it all overseas in two directions at once 

ma k e up for staggering prodigal losses. Everything reaches 

such huge proportions that any single soldier or general be-

come s dwarfed. Jones summarizes the situation: "Where once 

the re were divisions, there were now corps, and soon armies, 

and army groups."31 

I think. anonymity is one of the last big 
obstacles the Evolution of a Soldier has to 
encounter and step over. To accept anonymity, 
along with all the rest he has to accept, is 
perhaps the toughest step of all fnr the com
bat soldier.32 

Jones believes there are many things that enable a man 

to fight: professionalism, a sense of sacrifice, esprit de 

corp~, personal vanity and pride, sheer excitement of battle. 

He also believes that there is something within the human 

nature itself which contributes to combat ability. He calls 

it a ''pe nultimate national, social, racial masochisrn--a sort 

of hotly joyous, almost-sexual enjoyment and acceptance." 

31 Jones , V'.1vH I , pp • 8 4 - 5 • 

32 Jones, WWII, p. 122. 
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It is the ultimate luxury of "just not giving a damn anymore." 

When men are soldiers at last, they have "written themselves 

off. 11 They believe death is inevitable .. 33 LT ones sees this 

acceptance as creating and reinstilling hope ''in a kind of 

reverse-process mental photo-negative function.'' Each small 

thing b e comes significant--the next meal, next bottle of 

booze, next kiss, next sunrise, next full moon, next bath. 34 

In combat the soldier must also learn to deal with fear. 

Jones d e scribe s this acceptance of fear: "Learning to live 

with it , and to go ahead in spite of it, took practice and a 

c e rtain overlay of bitter panache it took time to acquire. 11 35 

Gene ral Omar Bradley is quoted in Jones' s ·wwII as at least 

one officer who understood the situation of the combat 

soldi e r: 

The rifleman trudges into battle knowing that 
statistics are stacked against his survival. 
He fights without promise of either reward or 
relief. Behind every river, there 's another 
hill--and behind that hill, another river. 
After weeks or months in the line only a wound 
can offer him the comfort of safety, shelter, 
and a bed. Those who are left to fight, fight 
on, evading death but knowing that with each 
day of evasion they have exhausted one mo~e 
chance for survival. Sooner or later, unless 
victory come s, the chase must end on the litter 
or in the grave.36 

33 \vWII, pp. 38-9. 

35 ~' p. 168. 

34 WWII, p. 68 .. 

36 WVlII, p. 196. 
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The soldier who survives and sees that he might go home 

reach es the last stage in the combat experience. Jones calls 

it the "miserable reawakening of hope .. "37 It is also the 

beginning of Phase Three: Going Home. Jones tells us that 

the re a re several things to help a soldier live through this 

phase : professionalism, esprit de corps, victory, cynicism, 

and combat numbne ss. 38 Combat numbne ss is a phenor:1enon of 

which at least two characters in Line suffer. Bell and Welsh 

observ e that this condition comes over them inunediately after 

the excite ment of battle and remains with them for increas

ingly longer periods of time. Jones describes combat numb-

ness as 

compos e d of equal parts of sheer physical fatigue, 
insupportable fear, and a sort of massive, 
straine d disbe lief at what was happening. . It 
seeme d to wax in a man in direct ratio to the 
number and length of the times he had felt it 
before, and afterwards it waned in him in the 
same predictably divisible ratio. The oftener 
and longer he felt it, the quicker it came over 
him next time and the longer it took to leave him 
after. So that, if handled properly and if the 
man's outfit stayed up on the line often enough 
and long enough, it could even become a merci
fully blissful permanent state.39 

As We lsh is leaving Guadalcanal he thinks to himself, "He had 

known the combat numbne ss now--for the first time, at Boola 

37 ~H!_, p. 196. 

39 WWII_, p. 196. 

38 WV7II, p. 196e 
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Boola--and it was his calculated hope and belie f that if 

pursue d long enough a nd often e nough, it might r eally b e c ome 

a permane nt and me rcifully blissful state~ 

ask e d. 1140 

It was all he 

The over- all end result for those who survive comb a t 

is bittern e ss. Jones insists that "There was a lot mo re 

b itte rne ss in World War II than historians allow- -basically 

the me n we r e bitte r at getting their asses shot off.. 114 1 

Victory and surviving to see it lead to Going Horne , 

Ph a s e Three . It is with Phase Three that \faistle is con-

c ern e d. Whe the r arriving home whole or wounde d, the me n 

ass o c iate c omi n g home with pain. Jones refers to this 

process as De - Evolution .. The problem is that, unlike induc

tion into the Army, there is no center for the reve rse 

process . This is something that each man must come through 

on his own--or not at all. 42 

For the first time since joining the Army, the soldie r 

b e come s a n individual again. After living for months, per

h a ps years, as part of a unit, he is expected to quickly 

adjus t to being alone again. It is not that the government 

40 Jame s Jones, The Thin Red Line (New York: Charles 
Scribner ' s Sons, 1962), pp. 494-95. 

41 Paul Gray, "Marital Arts," TirnE:_, Septembe r 1, 1975, 

p. 59. 

42 ~, pp. 253-56. 
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has not prepared help for these men. For the able-bodied 

ones the government eventually provided help in the form of 

the GI Bill for aid in getting reesta blishe d in society. 

Fo r the wounded, wonderful care is provided in well-equipped 

Army h ospita ls such as the one portrayed in Whistle. The 

go vernment does not, however , have a way to help the men 

quit remembering and reliving the most traumatic experience 

they have ever been through. 

Vario us chara cters in Whistle have survived Guadalcanal 

in C-for-Charlie Company: Winch, Prell, and Strange, as we ll 

as severa l other me mbers of the company. They come to an 

Army ho spita l in Luxor, Tennessee, to be rehabilitated for 

r eturn to service in the Army or to be released as civilians. 

What plagues a ll the men is guilt, loss of professionalism, 

f 't 43 and loss o espri . 

The feeling of guilt that they have survived and their 

buddies h ave not is perhaps the greatest source of pain for 

the survivors. Winch and Strange, being sergeants, espe

ci a lly feel responsibility for their men, and that concern 

for the me n drives Winch progressively insane. The loss of 

professionalism is something tha t many soldiers cannot 

accept. Prell , desiring to be a thirty-year-man, faces the 

poss i bility o f losing his leg . Only by sheer will power does 

43 Jones, WW~~, P~ 256. 
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he recover to the point that the Army will let him remain to 

function as a Congressional Medal of Honor winner selling 

war bonds., Esprit de c orps is the last thing to go .. Jones 

say s that there is nothing in civilia n life to replace it, 

"the love and unders tanding of men for men in dangerous 

times, and places, and s ituat ions .. " rrhere is nothing to 

replace the "heavy, turgid, day-to-day excitement of 

dan9ero 1144 It is the longing to maintain esprit that 

occupies Strange throughout Whistle. He spends most of his 

time visiting and boosting the men in their company and 

resists the breaking up of their group the longest. The 

company as a whole represents the only solid, secure thing 

in the men's recent existence; when faced with returning to 

a world they cannot understand, they cannot give the com

pany up. At the end of \ft~1istle 1 when one by one the last 

remaining members of the company leave it in various ways, 

Strange cannot accept joining a new company, loving new men , 

and reliving all of these experiences again. 

dies .. 

Instead he 

The society the veterans return to is a major focus in 

Whi stle , and society as a whole is represente d by the women 

cha.ract:ersc The men return to a booming economy that has 

altered a lmost every aspect of American life and in 

44 WWII, p. 256. 
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particular the role of women. The Home Front shocks the 

returning men with its trite slogans, teasing pin-ups, rich

ness of civilians, and the propaganda movies \vhich certainly 

reveal nothing of the combat they have seen. 45 It is, how

ever, the al:most total breakdm,m of moral standards of 

prewar UGS. living that shocks the men most. 46 Women have 

been liberated from their traditional social roles by going 

to work in the war factories of the cities. Along with this 

economic revolution has come liberation in sexual roles. 

Their men are away at war and those returning are available 

and eager for female compansionship. At the same time the 

men reject the new sexual role of women, they gleefully take 

advantage of it. In Whistle the men rent a suite in the best 

hotel in town and never want for female compansionshipe The 

women are as eager as the men to be passed around and shared, 

and romantic relationships of any duration are short-lived 

at best. Again we encounter Jones's female characters in 

the form of prostitutes. Although it is true that the girls 

are seldom paid in money but instead with liquor, meals, and 

nights on the town, their sexual behavior leaves little room 

for a classification other than prostitute. 

Jones's other female character, the unfaithful wife, 

appears again in both Line and Whistle. Bell's one thought 

45 Jones, ~WII, pp. 150-51. 
46 Jones, WHII, p. 82. 
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in Line is to survive to return to his wife, and then at the 

end of Line he receives a "Dear John" letter from her that 

enrages even his commander with its betrayalo Strange 

returns in Whistle to find his ·wife unfaithful. Winch also 

discovers that his wife is unfaithful, but unlike Strange, 

Winch has suspected that she is. Strange and Bell both feel 

betrayed the more because until learning of their wives' 

betrayal, they thems e lves were faithful. The ultimate 

betrayal which the anger of Bell's conunander expresses in 

Line is that the unfaithful wives have no conception of the 

sacrifice their men are making for them. 

Throughout the trilogy the men have little regard for 

women except as sex objects, and this situation has drawn a 

great deal of criticism from critics who find Jones incapable 

of creating believable or sympathetic women characters. In 

defense of his treatment of women, it should be pointed out 

that his male characters have little opportunity to encounter 

any other kind of woman. While they are dog-face soldiers 

on post, no "respectable" woman will go out with them; they 

resort to women who will--prostitutes. The unfaithful wife 

appears in Eternity as a pawn for Warden to lash out at 

middle-class society. The unfaithful wife was certainly a 

problem the married soldier, far away from home, had to face. 

It is with these men and their situations that Jones is 
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concerned. If these are the kinds of women his characters 

encounter, these are the kinds of women the reader will 

encounter. It is a sordid picture but one Jones claims is 

part of the war experienceo The women represent society's 

betrayal of the soldier. Like parasites they have profited 

from the soldiers' sacrifices, and the knowledge of this 

fact further embitters the returning veteran .. 

The veteran also returns to a society of assembly-line 

workers who fear for their jobs as many competitors come 

back from overseas duty. 47 

In America, the old world of "Free Enterprise" 
suffered such a resounding shock that it would 
never recover, eithero Or, if it recovered 
soMewhat, it would be to a form of free enter
prise such as no Arnerican had eve r yet envi-
sioned. . Industrial technology h ad won 
the war for us, and technology was here to 
stay. It would stay because the new managerial 
administration and technology were a more 
efficient way of doing things. And by staying, 
they would make of Americans wage slaves in a 
stricter, tighter way than they had ever been 
during the nineteenth century Industrial 
Revolution.48 

Whistle deals in part with the "cynical affluence of this 

country in wartime. 11 49 The men are struck immediately with 

47 Jones,~, p. 255. 

48 Jones ,~, p. 226. 

49 Willie Morris, "A Friendship: Remembering James 
Jones, 11 rrhe Atlantic t,~, 241, No .. 6 (LTune 1978), 53. 
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the luxuries available to the people in the States: civilians 

wear expensive clothes, drive new cars, buy new homes, and 

have a great deal of money to spend. These conditions con

trast greatly with the conditions the men face in the war. 

Civilians are even heard to say that they hope the war does 

not end before they accumulate the money they want. The 

returning soldier fully realizes what this affluence costs 

him and men like him. 

The military institution representing society as a whole 

itself remains the repressive, corrupt institution seen in 

~ternity. Winch fears not getting a promotion and not being 

allowed to stay in as a thirty-year man because of his con

gestive heart failure. He goes to great lengths to keep 

himself appearing fit so that he will be allowed to stay in 

the Army. He also witnesses corruption when a fellow officer 

offers him partnership on business deals between civilian 

companies and the Army that provide a lucrative profit for 

persons involved. The reasoning goes that someone is going 

to do it, so why not members of the Army itself? Winch sees 

more and more what his dedication to the Army is costing him. 

Prell lives with a constant threat that when the war is 

over he may or may not have a place in the Army. To stay in 

the Army is all he wants. Strange elects to stay and because 

of faulty paperwork finds hin1self eligible for overseas duty 

· t.Ie stubbornly re fuses to let Winch "fix II it for him. again.. r 
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Perhaps he can tolerate no more "fixing" from a corrupt 

organization, even for himself. Through the course of the 

trilogy all the characters have witnessed what the System 

does to men. Whistle "effectively concludes Jones's assess-

ment of the experience about which he wrote best. It also 

contains much to indicate that his understanding of that 

experience had evolved considerably beyond his first adoles-

cent perception of it .• Jones believed that the 

whole of written history is flavored by discrepancies in 

two ideals systems: the one which we would all like to 

b e lieve humanity might be but only the privileged can afford 

to beliGve is; and the one which we all really know humanity 

in fact is but none of us wants to believe it is: 51 

so 

51 

52 

There had to be something somewhere in all of 
them, in all of us, that loved it [war]. Some 
dark, aggressive, masochistic side of us, racial 
perhaps, that makes us want to spray our blood 
in the air, throw our blood away, for some 
damned misbegotten ideal or other. . Cynical 
as it sounds, one is about led to believe that 
only the defeated and the dead real\Y hate war. 
And of course, as we all know, they do not 
count.52 

Aldrige, p. 31. 

~, p. 71. 

~' p. 42. 
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When Jones speaks of his characters in ~ternity in an 

interview, he also can be speaking for the characters 

throughout the trilogy: 

They are very concerned with their own personal 
dignity. . because they have a heritage •• 
grew up in our whole complex of early society , 
the frontier and so on. But what I find so dis
turbing is the fact that a man , in order to 
preserve his dignity, is willing to take away 
almost anybody else's. . I think if we're 
going to survive as a race at all, we've got 
to face up to the fact that we so far have not 
lived uQ to our own definition of what is 
humana 53 

Jones states that Army life 

awakened me to the discrepancy between what 's 
written about life and history and what really 
goes o n in life. I think my whole life has 
b een a slow stumbling progress to the realiza
tion that if anything's at fault for the way 
life is, it's the universe; it's not a par
ticular planet, or race, or color of race, or 
society. The universe seems to be based on a 
principle of destruction in order to survive. 
Mankind in its petty little way is trying to 
obviate this. In order to survive, you have 
to eat something- - be it animal or plant. I 
think war is as much a part of this as anything . 
It's taken my whole life to realize this and to 
grow out of a sense of anger at specific groups 
and into a kind of acceptance of it. That is 
the most pervasive theme in all of my books.54 

53 Hopkins, p. 11. 

5 4 Lasky, p. 52. 
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While Jones claims to accept life as it is, he also rejects 

it. At the same instant hi s characters realize the truth 

about their world, they reject it through suicide. This 

reaction should not come as a surprise since early in the 

trilogy, in Eternij_:y, WardEm himself realizes that 

he understands suddenly why a man who had lived 
his whole life working for a corporation might 
commit suicide simply to express himself, would 
foolishly destroy himself because it was the 
only way to prove hi s own existence~55 

Malloy, too, preaches this belief. Prewitt practices it. 

When Winch, Prell, Landers, and Strange all adopt leaving 

this world rather than remaining in it, they are bringing 

to fruition the concept of rebe llious rejection planted in 

Eternity. There it is only one of two options. In Whistle 

it becomes the only onee The death of his major characters, 

however , is not the answer in itse lf. It is the catalyst 

to s p ur man on to seek an answer. As victims of war, the 

characters are sacrificial examples who make a strong case 

for the survivors. 

The trilogy testifies to Jones's "profoundly darke ned 

apprehension of the meaning of the war experience. 1156 War 

as a manifestation of society in general leaves a profoundly 

55 Jones, Eternity, p. 107. 

56 Aldridge, p. 30. 
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darkened apprehension of the life experience . If we are to 

live up to our image of what human nature ought to be rather 

than what Jones perceives it is, we are warned that "our 

lack of values is an ever-present danger to peace. 1157 VJar 

reveals the darker side of our natures~ If we are to move 

on to "something better of the spirit" that Jones refers to 

in an interview with David Butwin, we must in some way 

eliminate this side of ourselves. 58 

Leslie Fiedler believes tha t Eternity's value as 

literature ''lies in its redeeming for the imagination aspects 

of regular Army life never before exploited, and in making 

certain of those aspects . • symbols of the human situation 

everywhere., 1159 This evaluation applies to the trilogy as a 

whole. Through his revelation of war and thus of certain 

aspects of our society, Jones has made a plea for something 

better. His trilogy, while accurately describing the mili-

tary and war experience rather than glorifying these experi

ences, makes a strong anti-war statement. 

57 LToseph J. Waldmeir, American Novels of the Second 
World War (The Hague: Mouton, 1969), p. 104. 

58 p. 38. 

59 p. 186. 



CONCLUSION 

By his own definition of greatness, Jones tells us 

greatness in art is achieved when it tells the truth and is 

meaningful. Both the elements of truth and of meaningful

ness, often indistinguishable one from the other, will be 

the criteria by which this trilogy is measured. 

There are several weaknesses critics find in Jones's 

work, not many of which allude to truth so much as to mean

ingfulness. Chief among the criticisms has been that the 

body of Jones's work, and particularly this trilogy, deals 

only with the war experience or with things closely related 

to it. His women characters are found to be unsympathetic. 

Most of his characters are found to be seamy, undesirable 

types. His language has offended some readers, and his style 

in Whistle is seen to have deteriorated to sketchiness. 

The body of Jones's work admittedly deals with the war 

experience and related situations. Jones wrote about the 

things he knew--and he knew war. Jones hinself says 

So slowly it faded , leaving behind it a whole 
generation of men who would walk into history 
looking backwards, with their backs to the 
sun, peering forever over their shoulders 
behind them, at their own lengthening shadows 
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trailing across the earth~ None of them would 
ever r e ally get ove r it.l 

Jon e s recognized that not only he but an entire genera t i o n 

of peop le would respond to works about their war expe ri

ences--e xper iences o f ten not understood e v e n by the ms elves-

and tha t othe r generatio ns would seek to unde rstand the war 

e xperi e nce, perhaps only as a curiosity or perhaps as a 

manifes t a tion of the society of which they are a part. 

Althoug h Jones's work doe s confine him to one relative ly 

brie f p e riod of time in history, that period, through its 

many facts of existence, yields an almost inexhaustible 

supply of materi a l for the novelist. Witness the fa c t that 

war nove ls continue to be published and will undoubte dly 

continue to be as long as war exists. Writings on the sub

j e ct will continue even should the war experience cea s e to 

e x ist, if for no reason but to study and understand human 

b e h avio r. Jones realiz e d, as do all war novelists, that 

war is a human condition about which there is much to say. 

Jones's fema le cha racter s of the trilogy are unsym

pathe tic. His women represent certain undesirable aspects 

of society. They are, first, the only type of wome n with 

whom a soldier just before World War II could associate 

1 James Jones, \~VII (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 

1975), p. 256. 
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since "proper" civilian women scorned them~ They represent, 

second, those women who were not loyal to their men and who 

had no conception of their sacrificesu Third, the women 

represe nt that aspect of society that altered with the war, 

which brought about new social and moral roles for womeno 

Jones had no intention that his women characters be sympa

thetic; the result is that they are not~ 

The soldier Jones depicts is, relatively speaking, a 

lower - class individual. His background stems from an unedu-

cated, vagrant past of the Depression years. Here Jones is 

truthfully representing the United States Army of the World 

War II p e riode Granted, after war was declared, men from 

all classes of society were involved, but they were draftees, 

there only until the war was over and they could return to 

civilian life. The regular Army man was a thirty-year man. 

He enlisted because he had no place else to go, and he was 

staying on after the war ended. These men were the true 

Army for Jones, and this type of man occupies the pages of 

his trilogy. 

Each of the weaknesses so far dealt with concern Jones's 

insistence that his subject and his characters represent 

truth. Within the boundaries Jones himself set, that of 

the war experience , the subject and characters could be 

nothing but what they are in order to fulfill the intentions 

he has for them~ 
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Jones's sketchy style in Whistle can be explained., 

Jones r ea lized he was racing against time and the threat 

of congestive heart failure to complete the trilogy. He 

continua lly expressed his concern about completing ~histle 

to Willis Morris, who completed tfuistle.:_ from Jones' s notes 

after the author died. In defense of the somewhat rushed, 

sketchy style, let it be said that it corresponds spiri

tua lly to the time element for the characters within the 

novel, for whom time also tragically runs out~ Jones's 

emotional relationship to the elements of WhistJ.e seems 

almost uncanny; for that reason alone, it should serve as a 

novel of importance in relation to its author. Within the 

trilogy, however, the novel's importance is far greater 

tha n just an example of an author's final efforts. 

The criticism of Jones's language will be explored 

within the following examination of Jones's meaningful con-

tributions to literature. Structurally, the trilogy is 

bound togethe r strongly by the employment of continuous 

characters and continuous plot. In each novel the major 

characters remain identifiable as those from the novel before 

it, and the plot carries those characters from pre-war Army 

life, through combat in the Pacific, back to the States. 

This accomplishment is no mean achievement in light of the 

fact that each novel within the trilogy also stands alone as 

a distinct and complete work within itself. 
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Jones's style has been recognized as genuinely realistic 

and detailed. Part of this realism involves Jones's use of 

language. The crude, raw language serves the need for truth, 

since the characters who speak it and the situations in 

which it occurs are believable and real. Irwin Shaw credits 

Jones with enlarging the limits of the language, thereby 

enabling writers to present the truth unvarnished. 

Jones has also made major contributions to literature 

by employing in the war novel genre the techniques of the 

involved narrator, black hu~or, and two new protagonists. 

The involved narrator is seen to contribute, again, to real

ism in that it serves to involve the reader vicariously 

within the experiences described. Black humor is a rela

tive ly new element in modern fiction, and Jones is a major 

contributor to this movement in the war novel genrea One 

type o f protagonist Jones contributes is the sergeant, seen 

to emerge as a focus in World War II novels as opposed to 

the ordinary enlisted man~ The character of Warden, and 

later of Stark, is Jones's chief contribution to this char-

acter type. Prewitt is the other: the revolutionary anti-

hero who represents the Everyman of the post-Depression 

Army caste. 

Jones's message is one of his greatest literary contri-

butions and it goes hand in hand with meaningfulness. This 

contributi.on is truth--more specifically the truth concerning 
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the war experience. Through the war experience Jones's cha r-

acte rs see t h ems e lves clear ly, some for t h e fi r st time ~ In 

many c a s e s it requires the experie nce of the entire trilogy 

for the c haracters to recognize the truth about themselves, 

but in many cases it does not. Prewitt r e alizes that he can-

not conform to society in the first novel, Ete ~i:ii tz., but 

Warde n a ppe ars to conform happily. In Line the characters 

of Doll and Stein conform, while Welsh and Storm only appea r 

to. Witt still will not conform. All of the characte rs 

recogniz e tha t they want to survive. Survival become s their 

truth . In Whistle, when the truth about society, and thus 

about the mse lves, is reve aled, Jones's second me ssage become s 

clea r. War reveals truths about man's society, and those 

truths are disillusioning. Jones sees war as a manifesta-

tion of society's attempt to repress the indivi dual, a theme 

d ea lt with throughout the trilogy. The insistence on indi-

vidua lism i s Jones's method of making clear his final message . 

Socie ty must s e e the truth about itself as each individual 

within that socie ty must see the truth about himself. As 

e a rly in the trilogy as Eternity, Jones says 

Here we are. . you made us, now see us, dont 
close your eyes and shudder at it; this be a uty, 
and this sorrow, of things as they are.2 

2 H t Eternity (New York: Charles James Jones, From e! e o 
Scribner's Sons, 1951), p. 218. 
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For Jones the individual is beautiful and unique; he is also 

a sorrowful creature. Made by a society which is flawed, he 

can b e nothing elseo In his truthful look at war, Jones is 

making a great plea for something better~ In this respect 

he is not the naysayer who describes the evils of this world 

and the n proposes no remedy. He pleads for a realization 

about human nature and thus for a change in human nature 

brouqht about by man's realization and understanding of war. 

Jones's apprehension of the war experience serves as a 

reve l ation to readers who seek to understand that experience 

and the influence it has on the life experience. By con

tributing so skillfully to this understanding through From 

Here to Eternl!:z , The Thin Red Line, and Whistle_, Jones ha.s 

made both a great humanitarian and literary contribution. 

The trilogy represents a two-fold statement. It is a rejec

tion of part of society--the part of society which employs 

war as a means to its ends . On the other hand, the trilogy 

i s a recognition of man's will to survive and a declaration 

of what is nece ssary to do so. 
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